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RÉSUMÉ

Le coût de la maintenance des programmes orientés-objets a augmenté ces dernières

années de pres de 70% du coût total «un progTamme [72. 76]. La maintenance est

coûteuse et difficile car la qualité des programmes est souvent faible. La qualité est le

facteur le plus important dans le coût de la maintenance car des programmes de très

bonnes qua lité sont plus faciles à maintenir.

Nous proposons une approche pour construire des modèles de (jualité qui utilisent

les patrons de conception pour prendre en comptent l’architecture des programmes. Les

patrons (le conception sont des solutions simples et élégantes à des problèmes récurrents

de conception. Aucun modèle de qualité à ce jour rie prend en compte la structure des

programmes comme nons le faisons.

Daljord. nous évaluons concrètement la qualité (les solutions des patrons de con

ception. Ensuite, nous étudions les qualités (le programrues implantés avec (les patrons

(le conception. Nous détaillons ensuite la construction dimn modèle (le qualité utilisant

(()5 études (les patrons de conception. Enfin. nous introduisons mm cas (lutilisatiomm du

modelée de qualité pour évaluer la qualité (les programmes JHotDraw . .JUnit et Lexi.

Nons montrons (lue notre nlo(lèle (le qualité aide dans Févaluation (le la qualité des pro—

gramimmrmcs.

Keywords: Modèles de qualité, patrons (le conception. architectures, algorithmes (lap—

prentissage. Ptidej.



ABSTRACT

Maintenance cost of object-oriented programs during the past decades increased to

more than 70% of the overail cost of programs [72. 76]. Maintenance is expensive and

tedious because of the difficulty to predict maintenance effort. Quality is the more

important part of software development. because high quality in software development

could reduce the software development cost dramatically.

Software ciuality models link internai attributes of programs with external quality

characteristics. They help in understanding reiationships nmong internai attrihutes and

betwcen internai attributes and quality characteristics. Object-oriented software quality

mnodels usnafly use metrics on classes (such as number of methods) or on relationslups

hetween classes (for examnple coupling) to rneasure internai attributes of programs. How

ever, thc qunhty of object-oriented programs does not depend on classes soiely: It depends

on the organisation of classes the program architecturcs—also.

Mie propose an approach to build quality rnodels nsing design patterns to consider

program architectures. Design patterns arc simple and elegant solution to reusing object

oriented software designs. Mie studv the gain and loss in software quality when using

design patterns, which daim to bring flcxibility. elegancy and reusability to software

dcsign [38]. First. we evaluate the concrete qnality characteristics of design patterns by

evahiating programs implerneuted with ami without design patteras manually and using

mnetrics. Then, we study the flexibilitv. elegancy. ami reusability of programs, to assess

their coverage of software quaiity. other quality characteristics and tbe interrelationships

among quality cbaracteristics. Mie detail the building of a software quality model using

design patterns. Finally, we introduce a hrst case study in building and in appiying a

quality mnodel using design patterns on the JHotDraw, JUnit. and Lexi programs. Tins

dissertation intends to assist object-oriented software quality measurement, irnproving

software evaluation by building a quality model nsing design patterns and considering

program architectures.

Keywords: Quality models, design patterns. architectures, learning algorithms. Ptidej.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Software measurernent has becorne critical issue for good software engineering but the

majority puhlished work on software engineering focus on measuring the coding activities.

As quality indicators and predictors of structural problems, metrics measurernent should

be available as early as possible solution, but rnetrics value are dependant on source code

availahility.

1.1 Motivation

Software metrics and quality models play a pivotai role in the evaluation of software

cuality. A number of quality models and software metrics are used to build quality

software hoth in industry and in acndemia.

However, during our research on evaluating software quaiity using design patterns,

vie faced rnany issues related to existing software metrics and quality models.

1.2 Probiem

Software quality models link internal attributes of programs witb external quality

characteristics. They help in understanding the relationships aniong internai attrihutes

and hetween internai attributes and quality characteristics.

Ohject-oriented software quahty rnodels usually use rnetrics on classes (such as num

ber of methods) or on relationships between classes (i.e., coupling) to measure internai

attributes of programs. However, the quality of object-oriented programs does not depend

on classes solely: It depends on the organisation of classes—the programs architectures—

also. Indeed, architectures are an important quahty factor. A “good” architecture makes

a progrnm casier to understand and to mnintain. In particular, a “good” nrchitecture is

characterised by the use of recognised patterns, such as design patterns [38].

Our thesis is that a quahty model taking in account structural patterns reffect the

quality characteristics of a progrnxn better.

1.3 Contributions

We present an approach to build quality models using patterns to consider prograni

architectures. ‘Ne show that no existing work attempts to build a quality model consider
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ing program architectures and put the based on software design patterns. We justify the

use of design patterns to build quality models, describe the advantages and limitations of

such an approach, and introduce a first case study in building and in applying a quality

model using design patterns on the JHotDraw, JUnit. and Lexi programs. We conclude

on the advantages of using design patterns to build software quality models and on the

difficulty of doing so. This thesis intends to assist quality evaluation of object-oriented

programs by improving method and discusses some issues to present our approach to

software quality evaluation.

Our contribution is a thorough study of the state-of-the-art of the quality charac

teristics of programs, of software rnctrics, and of design patterns. We also introduce a

detailed analysis of design patterns and software metrics. We propose a quality model

using design pattern to consider program architecture. To the best of our knowledge, we

propose the first quality model built specifically to assess quality characteristics using

patterns.
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1.4 Organisation

Chapter 2 details the state-of-theart on quality models and show that no quality

models consider the program architectures. Chapter 3 introduces our approach to as

sessing the quality of programs while considering their architectures. Chapter 4 presents

our quality model aad details its characteristics and sub-characteristics. Chapter 5 de-

fines the metrics associated with the characteristics and sub-characteristics of our quality

models. Chapter 6 provides a thorough study of the quality of design patterns usiag our

quality model according. Chapter 7 uses the resuits form previous chapters to describe

our complete approach aud the resulting quality model considering program architectures.

Chapter 8 presents an application of our quality model on three programs..JHotDraw,

JUait, and Lexi. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes and introduces future work.



CHAPTER 2

STATE 0F THE ART

As software becornes more and more pervasive, there bas been a growing concern in

the academic comrnunity and in the public about software quaÏity. This concern arises

from the acknowledgment that the main objective of software industries in ron-military

sectors is to balance price and quality to stay ahead of competitors.

In past 15 years, the software industry bas created rnany new different markets, such

as open source software and commerce over the Internet. With these new markets,

customers of programs now have very high expectations on quality and use quality as a

major drive in choosing prograrns.

Some organizations, such as ISO anci IEEE, try to standardise software quality

hy defining inodels combining anci relatiitg software quality characteristics and sub

characteristics. Meamvhile, researchers propose software rnetrics as tools to measure

programs source code, architecture, anti performances. However, there is a not yet clear

and consensual relation among software quality moclels and between models and metrics.

Moreover the process of software quality evaluation remains an open issue witli inany

models.

2.1 Brief History

“Walter Shewhart [80] was a statistician at AT&T Bell Laboratories in the 1920s

and is regarded as the funder of statistical cltlality improvement, and modem process

improvement is based on the concept of process control developed by Shewhart” [67].

Since 1920, progress in the field of software quality bas been time-consurning and

amhiguous. Software metrics1 and quality models2 are known as major reference in

the field of software quality evaluation but there is still no clear methods for assessing

software quality via software metrics.

2.2 Why Do We Need Quality?

Everyone agrees that software quality is the rnost important elernent in software de

velopment hecause higli quality could reduce the cost of maintenance, test, security,

and software reusing. But quality bas very different rneanings for customers (price...),

‘In appendix I, we introduce o list of rnctrics froin clifferent sources.
2I appendix 1V, wc present quality models which from clifferent sources.
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users (usability, understandablity...), management (costs—benefits. ..), marketing (pur

poses, functionalities, advertising... ), developers (understandability. maintainabilitv. . . ),
testers (testability, performances... ), and support personnel (portability...). I\’Iany in

stitutes and organizations have their own definitions of quality and their own quality

cbaracteristics (150, IEEE. .

2.3 Quality Affections

The software industry is growing UI) daily and “it is rather surprising that more

serious and definitive work has not been done to date in the area of evaluating software

quality” [12]. The reason is that “quality is hard to define, impossible to measure,

easy to recognize” [56, 74] and “transparent when presenteci, hut easily recognized in

its absence” [39, 74] but “[q]uality is not a single idea, but rather a multidimensional

concept. The dimensions of quality inclucle the entity of interest, the viewpoint on that

entity, and quality attributes of that entity’ [51].

2.4 Quality Definitions

Some organisations try to develop standard definitions for quality. We present some

definitions of international and standard organisations [33]:

• ISO 9126: “Software qtiality characteristic is a set of attributes of a software prod

uct by which its quality is described and evahtated”.

• German Industry Standard DIN 55350 Part 11: “Quality comprises all characteris

tics and significant features of a product or an activity which relate to the satisfying

of given requirements”.

• Philip Crosby: “Quality rneans conformance to requirements “ [22].

• ANSI Standard (ANSI/ASQC A3/1978): “Quality is the totality of features and

characteristics of n product or a service that bears on its ability to satisfy the given

needs”.

• IEEE Standard (IEEE Std 729-1983):

— The totality of features and characteristics of a software product that hear on

its ability to satisfy given needs, i.e., conformance to specifications.

— The degree to which software possesses a desired combination of attributes.
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— The degree to which a customer or a user perceives that a software meets lier

COtTipOsite expectations.

— The composite characteristics of a software that determine the degree to which

the software in use will rneet the expectations of the customer.

Ail these definitions give separate, compiernentary views on quality. We accept ail

these definitions because each present an interesting point of view or complement to

other ciefinitions. However, we organize, clarify, and standardize the large number of

quality-related definitions to obtain a complete view on quality. Figure 2.1 presents

our meta-modei of relationships arnong recluirements models and quahty models, which

defines a inodel of quality.

2.5 Quality Evaluation Tools

Evaiuation of quality recjuires models to Iink measures of software artifacts with

external, high-Ievel, quahty characteristics. First, we introduce the concept of quahty

inodei, then we present different elements related to quaiity models.

2.5.1 Quality Models

ISO/IEC 9126-1 defines a quaiity moclel as a “framework which explains the relation

ship between different approaches to quality” [47]. Most quality models decomposes in

figure 2.1: Reiationships among requirements models and cuality modeis
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hierarchical elements. An approach to quahty is to decompose qualitv in factors, sub

factors, and criteria. Evaluation of a program begins with measuring each quaÏity criteria

with nurnerical value from rnetrics. Then, each quality sub-factors is assessed using their

criteria. Finally, nurnerical value are assigned to cuality characteristics from their quality

sub-factors. Figure 2.2 presents a nieta-model of the relationships among quality model

elements. Appendix IV presents diffèrent definitions of quality models, which are used

in software engineering literature.

2.5.2 Quality Characteristics

The typical objective of a quality factor is to characterize an aspect of the quality of

a work product or a process [31]. Different terms are used for quality characteristics in

various quality models [17]. see Table 2.1.

2.5.3 Quality Subcharacteristics

Some characteristics can not he evaluated directly, they require an extra intermedi

ate level to be computed. Elernents of this intermediate level are suh-characteristics.

For example, in Boehm’s model (Figure IV.2) maintainability3 relates to three sub

Qcia!ity Mode!

‘t
-‘:3

Q,

-3:3

D

w

Measured

Figure 2.2: Relationship among cuality model elements

3A11 thc “-ility” arc dcfinccl in Appenclix II.
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Quality Model First Layer

Boehem IViodel High-level Characteristic

McCall ivIocIe1 factor

ISO Model Characteristic

IEEE VIodel Factor

Dromey J\iodel Higli-level Attribute

Table 2.1: Different names for quality characteristics

Quality Model Second Layer

Boehem I\Iodel Primitive Characteristic

McCall Model Criteria

ISO i\’Ioclel Suhcharacteristic

IEEE Model Suhfactor

Drorney Model [ Subordinate Attribute

Table 2.2: Different narnes for cjttality sub-characteristics

characteristics: testability, understandability, anci modifiability.

The typical objectives of a quality sub-factor are to [31]:

• Characterize a part of a quality factor.

• Further characterize an aspect of the cuaIity of a work product or process.

• Help in defining the term “qualitv”.

Table 2.2 presents the diffèrent terms which are used for quality sub-characteristic in

various ciuality models [17].

2.5.4 Software Metrics

Software metrics are used to quantify software, software developrnent resources, and

software development processes. Some software characteristics are measurable directly

(sucli as number of Lines of Code, hetter known as LOC), others characteristics can

be inferred only from indirect measurements (i.e., maintainability), and yet others are

mostly related to human perception (i.e., understandability is as dependent on the people

as on program source code).

Software metrics can be classifled into three categories [51]:

• Product metrics descrihe the characteristics of the product, such as size, complexity,

design features, performance, and quality level.
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• Process metrics can be used to improve software development and maintenance

process (i.e.. effectiveness of defect removal during development, defect arrivai,

response time to fix defect).

• Project metrics descrihe characteristics of the project anci its execution (i.e., num

ber of software developers, staffing pattera reiated to the life cycle of the software,

cost, schedule, anci productivity).

However, some metrics belong to nmltiple categories (i.e., the in-process quality met

rics of a project are both process metrics and pro ject nietrics). Moreover, a healtby

metrics program focuses on much more than the measurement of programmer produc

tivity. Indeed, the foliowing areas of software deveiopment benefit from a well-planned

metrics program [84]:

• Project management.

• Product quality.

• Product performance.

• Development process.

• Cost and scheduie estimation.

2.5.5 Quaiity Metrics

“Software quaiity metrics are a subset of software metrics that focuses on the quahty

aspects of the product, process, and project. In general, software quality metrics are more

cioseiy associated with process and product metrics than with project metrics” [51].

‘Ne need to specify quaiity metrics to evaluate the cuality of a product. Each quahty

metric wiil provide a numericai vaine that can be scaied to measure a quahty character

istic. Metrics must be compiete and detaiied sufflciently to be the firm foundation of a

quality model.

2.5.6 Internai Quality

N. Bevan defined the internai quaiity as a characteristic “which is measured by the

static properties of the code, typicaHy by inspection (such as path length)” [10] and K.

Beck states that internai quality is quahty as measured by the programmers [9, 21]
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2.5.7 External Quality

By the definition of N. Devait exteraal quality is defined as a characteristic “which

is rneasured 1w the dvnarnic properties of the code when executed (such as response

tirne)’ [10]. More generaliy, K. Deck defines external quality as the quality which is

measured by the customer [9, 21].

2.5.8 Quaiity in Use

ISO/IEC 9126-1 defines quality in use as “the user’s view of quality. Achieving

ciuality iii tise is dependent on achieving the necessary external quality, which in turns

is dependent on achieving the necessary internai quality” [47], “which is rneasured by

the extent to winch the software rneets the needs of the tiser in the working environment

(such as productivity)” [10]. Quality in use decomposes into four characteristics [47]:

• Effectiveness

• Productivity

• Safety

• Satisfaction

2.6 Quaiity and Maintenance

A software process is defined as ail the activities and work products which are neces

sary to develop a software system. These activities are [1]:

• Software specification (requirements , functionality and coustraints).

• Software deveiopment (design, implementation).

• Software validation (ensure that the software meets the custonier needs).

• Software evolution (evolve to meet changing customer needs).

In the past decade with the adoption of ohject oriented programming, facilities in

software toois, the major part of software deveiopment is aliocated with software main

tenance. Maintenance is expansive and tedious because of the difficuity to predict main

tenance effort, to aliocate and to schedule appropriate personnel and resources4.

1Maintenancc cost of object-oriented prograins during past decade grow more than some 60% in
1997 [7:3, 76J and some 80% in 2005 of the overali cost of programs.
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b reduce the cost of software development in the future, we need to reduce the cost

of maintenance. High cua1ity software is the best way to reduce the software maintenance

cost. There is two way to assessing the software qualities:

• Rules to evaluate the quality at the design level.

• Tools to evaluate the qnality at the source code level.

2.7 Maintenance

As IEEE is defined, Software Quality coulcl be one of the most important part of

software maintenance.

Software Maintenance is defined as the totality of activities required to provide cost

effective support to a software system [2].

Software maintenance cost is related to following factors [61]:

• Configuration management (Software Configuration Management).

• Management (Software Engineering Management).

• Improvement (Software Engineering Process).

• Software Qualitv (Quality assurance, verification, validation).

• Project Management.

Prediction of maintenance effort rnainly depends 011 the quality of the programs to

maintain. Assessing the quality of programs require quality models to link software

artifacts with quality characteristics.

Software maintenance could be compare with house maintenance, the quality of build

ing’s material and framework, could reduce the price of its maintenance.

2.8 Essentials of Measnrement

Measurement is essential to any engineering discipline and, thus, software engineering.

Scientific measurement pursues the following steps:

• Formulation of a theory or model is the first step of scientific measrmrement.

• Definition and collection of measures quantifying key elements which are related to

the theory.
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[85]

• Analysis of the collected data supports the evaluation of the accuracy of the original

theory, and the effectiveness of the measures themselves.

figure 2.3 illustrates the relationships of measures hetween from theory and practice

In a 1)00k Ofl software development anci reality construction [34], the authors acknowl

edge the dichotomy—in traditional science—between observer and observation and the

view of human needs as heing o’utside of the reaim of scieiitific enquiry. They regret this

view and emphasise theirs:

An important aspect of computer science is that it deals with creating reat

ity: The technical reality of the progra;ns executed on the computer, and the

condition for the hurnan reality which unfolds around the computer in use.

Therefore, the conceptual categories “true” and “false” [that computer sci

ence] relies on are flot sufficient in thernselves. We have to go beyond them by

finding categories for expressing the jet’ic’ity of ovr choices, for distinguishing

“more or less suitable” as we proceed in making distinctions and decisions in

Science

Engineering

Figure 2.3: The Evolution of Measures [85j
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communicative design processes. This is essential for dealing with quality in

software developihent and use [31j.

For example, one observer could record. over a period of a year, the Sun rises. Then,

she could state a law generalising tllese events witb the following “Everyday. the Sun

rises”. Finally, she could develop a theory of the Earth spinning and orbiting around the

Sun, thus explaining the laws and the observations.

In other fields of science, such as physics, the discovery of relationships among arti

facts follows the scientific method of observations, laws, and theories. [7,40]. This metbod

consists in recording observations on some tacts. then stating laws generalising the ob

servations, finalt’ developing a theory ahie to explain the laws and thus the observations.

The scientific method hegins with observations. We believe that the field of software

quality is so far limited by tbe lack of concrete and consensual facts 011 the quality of

software. Facts in software engineering, in particular about quality, remain too complex

because of tbe many interactions between software artifacts and of the cliscreet nature of

software.

We must find facts in software engineering pertainirig to software quality. We believe

that design patterns, in particular tbeir design motifs (solutions), could he sucb facts.

Indeed, design motifs are concrete artifacts in programs and consensual in tbe quality

cbaracteristics they briiig.

2.9 Conclusion

We concur that quality is a subjective value and is hased on human perceptions

because, at the end, tbe consideration of software quality is related to liuman needs.

However, this view bas not yet gained wide acceptance among the scientific community

interested in software quality, hecause it niakes it all-the-more difficnlt to define and to

use quality rnodels. In particular, this hnman-centric view is perceived to tbreaten pre

vious and current context-insensitive researcbes on cuality, even thougb it is a natural

complernentary extension only. We believe that this lack of acceptance leads to several

issues when dealing with entire tools we have for assessing software quality. Also, quality

is mainly measured nt tbe source code level, withont considering the progranis architec

tures. In the rest of this work, we attempt to design a qnality model incorporating the

user’s needs and taking in account the programs architectures.



CHAPTER 3

QUALITY EVALUATION

Based on our passed experience in assessing software quality, we state some open

issues related to software quality by extend the classical view of software quaiity models

and software metrics. we get trough the foliowing questions:

• What are quality models and how should they be adapted and used?

• How could software metrics 5e misused to evaluate software quality?

• How could we make a better evaluation by improving our view &om software met

rics?

Thus, we propose some possible solutions to the mentioned open issues:

• Modifying software quality models so that characteristics and sub-characteristics

are more meaningful to their users;

• Considering the dynamic behavior of the software during its execution;

• Using design patterns as iiigh level building blocks to asses the software design.

Ail these solutions can bring significant improvements in the evaluation of the quality

of programs. Also, we review software evaluation tools, some problems, and solutions as

well as introducing new methods for assessing the software quality by using intermediate

levels between quality characteristics and metrics to make the process of software quality’s

evaluation more efficient.

3.1 Open Issues

Software metrics and quality models play a pivotal role in measurement of software

quality. A number of well-known quality models and software metrics are used to build

quality software both in industry and in academia. However, during our research on

measuring software quality using design patterns, we faced many issues related to existing

software metrics and quality models. vVe discuss some of these issues and present our

approach to software quality evaluation.
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3.1.1 Human Estimation

A person can look at source code or software proclucts and judge their performance

and their quality. Human evaluation is the best source of measurement of software quality

because it is a person who will deal with the software at the end. However, human

assessment is not aiways possible nor desirabie. first, the size of the software rnay be

too big for one person to comprehend entireiy. Second, as a person gets acquainted with

a program source code, her evaluation of its cluality inay become biased. Moreover, the

knowiedge of quality is ernbeddecl in a person experience and hardly reusable.

3.1.1.1 Problem

Different taste, different value. Often, software evaluation of one person cannot

be expanded as an acceptable evaluation for other peopie because different peopie have

different views on quality. For example, just listen to other people advising for choosing

an operating system or a wordprocessor...

Assessing the quality of software by your own is not practical. It is impossible

that everybody bas the knowledge and the ability to evaluating software performance and

quality. In addition it is a very hard and tirne consuming task.

3.1.1.2 Solutiân

Birds of a feather flock together. We must categorize the people who deal with

software at diffèrent level by considering their need for software quality, and then we can

create taiiored models for each group, or range of values which are acceptable for similar

people. Categorisation could be performed using simple categories and questionnaire or

with more sophisticated means, such as attitude analyses. For example, end users mostly

have similar ideas about quality of software, but these ideas maybe different from those

of people who deal with the maintenance of the sarne software.

3.1.2 Software Metrics

To the best of our knowledge, instead of using human estimation, software rnetrics

are the only mechanized tools for assessing tue value of internai attributes [47].

Software metrics are defined as “standard of measurement, used to judge the at

tributes of something being measured, such as cuality or complexity, in an objective

manner” [60], but subjective measurement of quality cornes from human estimation.
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3.1.2.1 Problem

Evaluation of software code is not enough. We believe that considering a source

code with no regard for its execut ion is the same as considering the body without its sprit.

Well-known rnetrics are just computing sire, filiation. cohesion, coupling. and complexity.

These internai attributes are related to code but tbe quality of a software does not depend
on its code only: Acceptable quahty in code evaluation does not guarantee performance

and quality of software in execution with respect to the user ‘s expectation.

Acceptable value for metrics evaluation. With different views of quality, it is

bard to find a numericai value for quality whicb could be acceptable by ail the people.

Also, having different views affects software categorization in certain classification by

considering the numerical value as the only parameter on software evaiuation.

3.1.2.2 Solution

Code without value of execution is not vaiuabie. Tbe value of software metrics

must he modified by runtime values for hetter resuits. Also, using a good structure and

patterns (sucb as design patterns [38}) in the software design and resulting architecture

could increase tbe software quality. Thus, we want to consider the architectural quality

of software by considering die use of design patterns in the software architecture.

3.1.3 Quality Model.

A quality modei is a schema to hetter expiain of our view of quality. Some existing

quality models can predict fault-proneness (sec for exaniple [16)) with reasonable accu

racy in certain contexts. Other quality modeis attempt at evaluating several quality

characteristics but fail at providing reasonable accuracy, from iack of data mainly.

We believe that quality models must evaluate high-levei quality characteristics with

great accuracy in terms well-known to software engineers to help maintainers in assessing

programs and thus in predicting maintenance effort.

Such quahty models cnn aiso help developers in building hetter quality programs

(i.e., with improved quality characteristics wrt. similar programs or previous versions) by

exposing the relationships between internai attributes and external quality characteristics

ciearly.

We take a less “quantitative” approach than quality models counting. for eample,

numbers of errors per classes and iinking these numbers with internal attributes. We

favour a more “qualitative” appronch linking quality characteristics related to the main

tainers’ perception and work directly.
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3.1.3.1 Problem

Sub-characteristics unequally impact quality characteristics. In Aie litera

turc, quality models define the relation between quality characteristics and sub-characteristics.

However, the impacts of quality sub-cbaracteristics on characteristics are not eqnivalent.

For example: Adaptability and Instalability are two sub-characteristics related to Porta

bility. The question is: If we assess the value of Adaptability as A and the value of

Instalability as B, then is the value of Protability equals to A+B or + or anotber

function. Other methods to combine quality cbaracteristics exist (such as Bayesian nets

for example). However, to the best of our knowlegde, tbere exists no quality model so

fàr tbat is consensual and agreed upon by the researcb community.

Main concept of quality is missing: In 384 BCE, Aristotle, as a scientist, knew

all about medicine, pbilosophy... In 2005 CE, the concept of quality is the same as

science in tbe age of Aristotle: Quality does not distribute in specific part, when vie talk

about software quality, wc talk about assessing entire items which are part of the concept

of quality.

3.1.3.2 Solution

Coefficient. Quality as an objective value is dependent on sets of software attributes

and customr’s requirements. Tbese attrihutes arc diffèrent level of characteristics and

sub-characteristics in models of quality, but the relation and impact of each characteristic

and sub-characeristic should be distinguished. Models can be made more meaningful for

different persons by using coefficients whidh relate characteristic and sub-cbaracteristic.

These coefficients define the relationslups, in a quality model, among cbaracteristics

and sub-characteristics. They allows emphasising the relationships important to a given

person in a given person.

Jack of all trades and master of none. Assessing ah the attributes related to soft

ware quahity represent an important work. Mie extcnd quality models by defining a sub

ject (super-characteristic) to focus on as base concept in quahity. The super-characteristic

describe the context of the model.

3.2 Our approach to Software Quahity Evaluation

We introduce 3 steps needed to apply our approacb to software quahity evaluation,

whicb solves some of tbe open issues. The following steps highhight thc main ideas to

implement software quality evaluation while considering human requirements and the

programs architectures using design patterns [38].
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3.2.1 Step 1: Choosing Category of People.

We must choose at least a person from the category of people for which our software

evaluation will be implement, for example: Programmers, End-user In our case, we

consider software developers or maintainers as the users of the quality model.

3.2.2 Step 2: Building a Quaiity Model.

The process of building a quality model decomposes in two main tasks generally:

• Choosing a super-characteristic.

• Choosing and organising characteristics related to super-characteristic.

In our case study, we consider design patterns especially as bridge between internai

attributes of programs, external quality characteristics, and software engineers.

3.2.3 Step 3: Software Evaluation.

Finaily, we apply our quality model on programs through the use of metrics related

to the chosen characteristics.

3.3 Conclusion

In the following, we detail our approach to building a software quality model. Before

detailing our model, its characteristics, and our building methodology. We introduce

a study of design patterns and quality characteristics, wliich we need to relate “good”

architectural practices (design patterns) with quality characteristics.
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DESIGN PATTERNS AND QUALITY EVALUATION

4.1 Brief History

Design patterns [38] are defined as high level building blocks that promote etegance

in software by offering proven solutions to common problems in software design. Design

patterns convey the experience of software designers.

Our work is at the conjunction of two fields of study: Quality models, on the one

hand, design patterns and architectural models, on the other hand.

“During the late 1970s, an architect named Christopher Alexander carried out the

first known work in the area of patterns, Alexander and his colleagues studied different

structures tliat were designed to solve the saule problem. In 1987, influenced by the

writings of Alexander, Kent Beck and ‘Vard Cunningham applied the architectural pat

tern ideas for the software design and developrnent. In 1994, the publication of the book

entitlecl Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software on design pat

terns hy Erich Gamma, Richard Helrn, Ralph Johnson and John Viissides explained the

usefulness of patterns and resulted in the widespread popularity for design patterns” [57].

Design patterns are recurring solutions to design problems in real-world software

development. Design patterns are about design and interactions among objects, as well as

providing a communication platforrn concerning elegant, reusable solutions to cominonly

eucountered programming challenges [21, 38].

Design patterns provide good solutions to design problems, which maintainers can use

in the evaluation of the quality characteristics of program architectures naturally. Indeed,

“[a]ll well-structured object-oriented architectures are full of patterns” [38, page xiii].

Also, design patterns provide a basis for choosing and for organising external quality

characteristics related to the maintenance effort.

Design patterris are a body of literature to help software developers resolve recurring

problems encountered throughout ah of software development. Patterns help create a

shared language for communicating insight and experience about these problems and

their solutions. Formally codifying these solutions and their relationships captures the

body of knowledge which defines our understanding of good architectures that meet the

needs of their users.

“forming a common pattern language for conveying the structures and mechanisms

of our architectures allows us to intelligibly reason about them. The primary focus is
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not so much on technology as it is on creating a culture to document and support sound

engineering architecture and design” [4].

4.2 Design Patterns and Quality

Design patterns are defined as high level building hlocks wbich promote elegance in

software by increasing: flexibility, scalahility, usability, reusahility, and robustness. We

try to evaluate them to find out how much they could increase software quality to be

help for decrease the cost of software maintenance. However, there is also some evidences

that design patterns do flot intrinsically promote quality, see for example [90]. Yet, these

evidences were accurnulated in a software project where the tise of design patterns went

out of control, because of the developers’ eagerness to use tiiese good practices.

4.2.1 Bart Wydaeghe et al.

In the following there is the resuit of their experience 011 the using design patterus

over a big software with following characteristics [91]:

Software Specification.

• 5.000 unes of code(out of system classes).

• Contained 173 classes.

• Developed and installed on different platforms

• used Sparc 2.5, PC’s with Windows 95 and Windows NT.

• Chosen Java as programming language.

Design Patterns. Following design patterns are used for implementing the editor.

• Model-View-Controller

• Observer

• Visitor

• Iterator

• Bridge

• façade

• Chain of Responsibility
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Design Patterns Software Qnality Gharacteristics
Understandab’itity

Modutarity J ftexibitity Expert Layman Reusabiiity J
MVC Good ] Good Good Bad Excetlent
Observer N/A ] Good N/A Bad Good
Visitor N/A ] Good N/A Bad Good
Iterator N/A Good N/A Bad Good
Bridge Good Good Good Good Excellent
Façade Good Good Good Good Excellent
Chain of Responsibility { Bad Good N/A [ Good N/A

Table 4.1: Evaluation cf OMT-Editor by ttsing design patterns

Resuit. Table 4.1 is resuit of evaluation of OIVIT-Editor for different design patteras.

It shows that design patterus do oct equa[ly prornote quahty ancl tbat their quality

depends on the context.

4.2.2 Wendorff [901

Wendorff presents the resuit of n practical experience during a large commercial

project that lias taken place at one of Europe’s largest service companies bet.ween 1994

and 2000. The project in question caused an effort of several hundred nan—years, with

more than 50 programmers involved at peak times. The code size is 1,000 KLOC (800

KLOC C++ and 200 KLOC PUSQL (with 1 KLOC = 1,000 unes of code)).

Cost of Removing the Patterns.

• Proxy Pattern “The removal cf n proxy pattern in presence of complex pre

processing or post-processing, proved to be very difficuit and needed careful atten

tion to side effects. In one subsystem with about 3000 lines cf code we removed 3

out cf 7 proxy patterns altogetiier, leading P0 a reduction cf 200 lines of code”.

• Observer Pattern “The removal cf the MVC architecture would bave amounted

to a cornpletely new design and implementation of the graphical user interface and

was therefore out of the question”.

• Bridge Pattern “Removing such a bridge pattern from code is usually a straight

forward merger of two classes into one class. In one subsystem we removed 2 out

of 3 bridge patterns with an economy cf 190 out of 1400 unes cf code”.
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Command Pattern “...then the requirements changed. The idea to read the
sequences 0f operations from a database was dropped. At that stage the command
pattern architecture had developed into a very complex software artefact with loads
of unnecessary and complicated features that was intricately intertwined with other
parts of the software architecture. Even the original designers thernselves freely
adrnitted that their solution was completely over the top. In this situation a full re
engineering of the failed command pattern architecture would have heen desirable.
but because of its complexity that was no longer a viable option”.

Comment. The author concludes that design patterns do not improve a program
architecture necessarily. Indeed, architecture cari 5e over-engineered [53] and the cost of
removing design patterns is high. The author does not link his study with any quality
mode 1.

4.2.3 Other Authors

Briand and Wiist [16] present a detailed and extensive survey of quality models.
They classify quality models in two categories: correlational studies and experiments.
Correlational studies use univariate and multivariate analysis, while experiments use, for
examples, analysis of variance hetween groups (ANOVA). To the best of our knowledge,
none of the presented quality models attempts to assess the architectural quality of
program directly. They ail use class-based metrics or metrics on class couples.

Wood et aÏ. [92] study the structure of object-oriented C++ programs to assess the
relation between program architectures and software maintenance. The authors use three
different methods (structured interviews, survey, and controlled experiments) to conclude
that the use of inheritance in ohject-oriented programs may inhibit software maintenance.
Design patterns intensively use inheritance.

Harrison et aï. [42] investigate the structure of object-oriented programs to relate
modfflability and understandability with levels of inheritance. Modifiability and under
standabiiity cover oniy partialiy the quality characteristics that we are interested in.
Levels of inheritance are but one architectural characteristic of programs related to soft
ware maintenance.

Wydaeghe et aï. [91] assess the quality characteristics of the architecture of an OMT
editor through the study of Z design patterns (Bridge, Chain of Responsibilfty, Facade,
Iterator, MVC, Observer, and Visitor). They conclude on ffexibility, modularity, reusabil
ity, and understandability of the architecture and of the design patterns. However, they
do not link their evaltiation with any evaluative or predictive quality model.
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Tatsubori et al. [86] in their experiment used compile-time IVJOPs to provide a general

framework for resolving implementation problems of design patterns. Some programs

written according to design patterns are too complicated and erroi-prone and their overail

structure is not easy to understand. They conclude that programs with comments are

more understandable than using the design patterns for maintenance.

4.3 Quality Evaluation of Design Patterns

‘Ne believe that the prohiem of quality with design patterns cornes hoth from the de

sign patterns thernselves and from their misuse. Unfortunately, littie work has attempted

so far to study the quality characteristics of design patterns rigorously.

Design patterns daim [381 to make object oriented designs more:

• flexible.

• Elegant.

• Reusable.

Indeed, Gamma et aï. state that design patterns “make object-oriented more flexible,

etegant and ultimately reusabte” and “[D]esign patterns help you chose design alternatives

that make a system reusable and avoid alternatives that compromise reusability. Design

patterns can even improve the documentation and maintenance of existing systems by

furnishing an explicit specification of class and object interactions and their underlying

intent”, [38, page 2].

Elegancy is defined as maximizing the information delivered through the simplest

possible interface. Issues of elegance in software are reflected to robustness, scalability,

flexibility, and usahility [35].

• Robustness.

• Scalability.

• flexibility.

• Usability.

Thus, we eau consider that design patterns daim to increase the following quality

characteristics:

• Flexibility.
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• Rensability.

• Robustness.

• Scalability.

• Usahility.

Some quality characteristics are supposed to increase when we tise design patterns

to develop software product. To assess the trnthfulness of this assumption, vie need a

quality model that contains these quality charncteristics and which relates rnetrics with

these quality characteristics to niake them measurable.

4.3.1 Model Definition

To define attributes and metrics for our model1, we start with standard definitions

from IEBE and ISO/IEC and expand them with other models.

• Usability: ISO/IEC defines usahility as part of the quality characteristics related

to the following attributes:

— Understandability.

— Learnability.

— Operability.

McCall’s model (in [33j) defines the usahility as:

— Operability.

— Training.

— Commnnicativeness.

To cover Hie nnderstandability attribntes, Boehm’s model defines nnderstandability

as a characteristic related to:

— Structuredness.

— Conciseness.

— Legibility.

‘Vc consider a hicrarchical modal, bccausc it is more understandablc and aise most of the standard
models are hierarchical.
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• Reusability: ?vIcCalFs model defines reusability as a characteristic related to the
following attributes:

— Software system independence.

— Machine independence.

— Generality.

— Modularity.

• Flexihility: McCalFs model defines flexibility as a characteristic related to the
following attributes:

— Self Descriptiveness.

— Expendability

— Generality.

— Modularity.

• Scalability: Smith and Williams are defined scalability as “the ability of a system to
continue to meet its response time or throughput objectives as the demand for the
software functions increases” [82]. ‘vVe consider the processing level and software
performance as characteristics related to scalahility.

• Rohustness: Firesrnith [32] defines robustness as a characteristic related to:

— Environmental tolerance.

— Error tolerance.

— Failure and fault tolerance.

‘Ne combine the characteristics and the sub-characteristics together and we propose
a model for evaluating these characteristics, in Figure 4.1. Some of the characteristics in
our mode! could be measured according to diffèrent view points, for example learnability
or understandahihty have different definitions from the user’s or deve!oper’s view. We
always consider the developers’ or maintainers’ point of view.

‘Ne must consider that design patterns are only (mostly) defined for object oriented
programming [38] and take consideration that object-oriented programming language
originated around 1987 [75]. McCal!’s mode! (1976-7) and Boehm’s mode! (1978) neyer
had a view of oh) ect oriented programming thus it is necessary to review each character
istics, attributes, and metrics defined in our mode! and to redefine them by considering
ohject oriented programming. ‘Ne consider characteristics and sub-characteristics re!ated
to object orieuted programming by adapting our model, sec Figure 4.2.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we put in perspective design patterns and quality models and showed

that no previous quality model take in account the architecture of programs or “good’

practices, such as design patterns. Vie proposed a quality model for evaluating the

quality of programs using patterns. This model include several quality characteristics

and suh-characteristics. ‘Ne now detail rnetrics nsed to measure this characteristics.
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Fanit Tolerance

Lovel of pr000nsing
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figure 4.1: Model for assessing the quality characteristics of design patterns.
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Figure 4.2: Model for accessing the quality in software irnplemented using design patterns.



CHAPTER 5

METRICS FOR QUALITY EVALUATION 0F DESIGN PATTERNS

Software quality metrics are a subset of software rnetrics that focus on the quality
characteristics of software products. processes, and projects. In this chapter. we present
soine cuality metrics based on IEEE Software Quality [45] and ISO 9126 [48] which
could be used directly or indirectly to assess characteristics and sub-cbaracteristics in
our model. see Figure 4.2. In the following, we define the quality characteristics in our
model and associate each of these characteristics with nietrics.

Expandability: National Institute of Standards and TechnoLogv [77] define expendabik
ity as attnbutes for assessing the adaptahility in quality of code as follow:

• processing independent of storage [20,77]:
(nuiober of modules whose size constraints are hard—codeci)

(total niiinher oC niodu les tviti) sucli size constraliits)

The module riecessities is:

— Independent of storage size, buffer space, array sizes, etc.

— Provideci dynarnicaÏly, e.g., array sizes passed as pararneters.

• Percentage of uncominitted memory [20, 77]:
(aoouot oC iinconindttecl iaeinory)

t total inelnory available)

• Percentage cf uncommitted processing capacity [20, 77]:
(amount oC unconuoitted processing capacity)

ttotal processing capacity available)

Simplicity: Simpliciy is the opposite cf complexitv, which is measured by considering

the following elenients:

• Static complexity measures the complexity cf modules as a network, related with

design transaction analysis. Static cornplexity is calculate as:

E: The number cf edges, indexed by ‘j = 1, . . . , E.

N: The number of modules, indexed by j = 1,. . . , N.

C=E-N+1.
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Generalized Coniplexity mensures the complexity as represented with n network of
modules and of used resources. Generalized compÏexity is calculated as:
K: The number of resources, indexed by k = 1 K.

c: Complexfty for program invocation and return along each edge e.

Tk: 1 if the kl resource is required for the edge. O else.

dk: Complexity for the allocation of resource k.

C = Z’ (c1 + Z1 dk * Tk).

• Dynarnic Cornplexity n;easures the complexitv during program execution. Dynamic
complexity is calculated with static complexity formula at different point of the
execution.

• fan-in / fan-out: Tins metric is defined as the number of entries / exits per module
and is used for evaluating data encapsulation especially.

e: The number of entry points for tue jth nodule.

x: The number of exit points for the ii” module.

rn = e ± x.

• Data ftow complexity is deFmed by the set of attributes related to the complexitv
of data.

1f: Local flows into n procedur.

ifo: Local fiows from n procedure.

clatain: Number of data structure that are accessed hy a procedure.
dataout: Number of data structure that are updated by a procedure.
length: Number of real staternents in n procedure source code (exciuding com
ments).

— Number of live variables:

lvj, number of live variables in the i executable statement.
n: Total number of executable statements.

m: Total number of modules.

— Average number of executable statements:

jjvprogram in

— Variable spans:

sp1: Number of statements between two references to the same variable.
n: Total number of staternents.
=
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— Average span size of program:
_:z:

prograin
—

• Code Complexity:

— Number of Decision: number of I/O variables, conditional, and loop control
statements.

— Cyclomatic complexity: computation of cyclomatic complexity iS based on the
flow-graph of the module:

y: Cornplexity of graph.

e: Number of edges (nodes between programs fiow).

n: Number of nodes (seciuential group).

S: Number of spiitting nodes (sequential group).
DE: Number of decisions for the ik module or number of conditions.

* Connected graph: If a connected graph is built then:
V = e — n + 1.

Else:

u = e — n + 2.

* Spiitting nodes:

v=S+1

* Sum of y: the cyclomatic coniplexity for a multi-modules program cari be
mea ured by summing values of y for individual modules.

Vprogra?ii =
= DE + fli.

— Average nestirig level:

L8: Nesting level of statements, defined as the numerical value for the level of
a statement (higher level are defined for main loop, followed hy module and
statements containing loops, conditional clauses. .

.

St: Total number of statements.

Average Nesting Levet
=

— Executable unes of code: Complexity cari be rneasured by counting the number
of executable lines of code per module.

— Halstead metrics: These rnetrics measures the properties and the structure
of programs. They provide measures cf the cornplexity of existing software,
predict the length of a program, and estimate the amount of time an average
programmer can be expected to use to implement a given algorithm.
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These ;netrics compute the program length by counting operators and operands.
The measure suggests that the difficulty of a given program can be derived,
hased on the helow counts [45]:

no-: Number of unique operators.

Thid Number 0f uniclue operands.

No-: Total number of operators.

Nd: Total number of operands.

* Program Vocabulary: t = no- -I- cj

* Observed program length: IV = No- +

* Esti;nated program length: T = o- (log2no-) + nrnj (log2n71ct).

* Jensen’s estirnator of program length: IVE lû92fltr! + tog2n.,Ld!.

* Program volume: V = L (tog2t).

* Prograin difficulty: D
= (“) (L).

* Program level: Li =

* Effort: E =

Generality: Generality achieves a large reuse potential ability to handie any syntacti

cally correct code collection [59]. Generality calculated is size of the application domain

because the most important thing in reverse engineering could be the useful documen

tation for better identify common design anti architectural. Soine metrics related to
generality define as Multiple usage metric [20, 771:

• Multiple usage metric:

]liu: Number of modules referenced by more than one module.

Mtotat: Total number of modules.

GMU
=

• Mixed function metric: 1IJf: Number of modules that mix functions.

MToat: Total number of modules.

=

• Data volume metric:

MDvIi: Number of modules that are limited by the volume of data.

MToiat: Total number of modules.
f-l

= 7.
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• Data value metric:

MDVL: Number of modules that are data value limited.

MTotat: Total number of modules.
M1,.,

=

• Redefinition of constants metric:

ili: Number of constants that. are redefined.

M: Total number of modules.

G ---

—

Modularity: l\iodularity is rneasured using the relationslnps among the elements of a
module. Higher strength modules tend to have lover fault rates, and tend to cost less to
develop. Also, the modularity is greater for higher strength modules [18,20,77].

• Cohesion is evaluated bv module using a scale from higli for functional cohesion to
low for coincidental cohesion:

X: Reciprocal of the number of assignrnent stateinents in a module.
Y: Number of unique function outputs divided by nuinher of unique function inputs.
STRENGTH = /(X2 + Y2).

More preciseÏy, Module cohesion is defined as how tightly bounci or related its
internai elements are to one anotlier’ [95]. Cohesion metrics apply to unit design
cohesion. or module strength that refers to the relationships among the elements of

a module. Design-level cohesion is defined as six relations between a pair of output
components based on input-output clependence grapli (IODG) representation [11,

52]:

— Coincidental relation (Ri):

Two module outputs have neither deperidence relationship with each other,

nor clependence on a common input.

R1 (01,02) = °1 0 A (oi 02) A (02 01) A 3x [(z 01) A (z 02)]

— Conditional relation (R2):

Two outputs are c-control dependent on a common input, or one output bas

c-control dependence on the input and another lias i-control dependence on

the input.

R2 (om 02) 01 o A z [(z om) A (
— Iterative relation (R3):

Two outputs are i-control dependent on a coinmon input.
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R3 (01,02) = 01 02 A A (X 02)]

— Communicational relation (RI):

Two outptit.s are dependent on a common input. Que bas data dependence
on the input and the other has either a control or data dependence.

R4(o1,o2) oi o2AIx [((r oi) A ( 02)) y (( ‘ oi) A 02))]

Where p, q E {d, e, i} and p q

— Sequential relation (R5):

Que output is dependent on the other out.put.

R5 (01,02) 01 o A ](Oi 02) V (o 0f)]

— Functional relation (R6):

There is only one output in a module.

R6(oi,o2) (oi 02)

Software Independence: For measuring tlie software independeucv, we need to
considering these following options [20,77]:

— Number of operating systems that could 5e compatible with the software can
increase the software independency.

— Most cf procedure is made of software systent to use the utilities, libraries,
anci operating system anti inake tue software more dependent on partictilar
software environment. The degree of dependence on system software utilities
bave inverse related with software independency.

“The usage of non-standard constructs or extensions of programming lan

guages provided hy particular compilers may impose difficulties in conversion
of tue system to uew or upgraded software environments” [77]:
(number of modules utilizing non —standard constructs)

(total ntimher of modules)

Hardware Independence: The following options related t.o software inclepen
dency, with evaluation of these software attributes we could find a numerical value
for hardware independency:

— With considering the definition of open source programs as “Products based
on open systems standards (Particularly the ISO open systein interconnection
(QSI) and IEEE POSIX) are beginning to replace reliance on proprietary
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computing platforms’ [5$]. this ability can increase the value of hardware
independency.

— The dependency of software for using the programming languages and tools
(like compders, database management systems and user interface sheils); with
available implementation by other machines.

— The degree of using input/output references or calis, increase the hardware
dependency. As follow we have a metrics to assess this software attribute [77]:
(number of modules making I/O references)

(total number of modules)

— Code that is dependent on machine word or character size is another parameter
that makes the software more dependence on machines hardware. As foiiow
we have a metrics to have a numerical value for this attribute [77].
t I n uober of modules not following convent ion)

(total ntnmiber of modules)

Learnability: Learnability is inost of the human related part of usahility, the
ISO/IEC 9126-1 [1$, Part 1 page D] ineasure the learnability with considering the
suitabihty as internai metrics for learnability.

ISO/IEC 9126-1 defined the suitabiiity metric as foiiow’ [1$]:
x —

— nmmmber of ftmnction in winch problemns are (Ietected in evaluation
mnimber of functions checked

—

— nuniber of muissing functions cletected in evaluation
— niimber of functions ciescribed in requirenient specifications

— 1 — mnmmber of incorrectlv implemaented of missilmg functiomms detected
— nnmmmber of functions descrmhed in required specifications

— 1 — numuber of functions clmanged diiring (levelopimment life cycle phases
— number of functions described in rec1miired specifications

• Coupiing is a measure of the degree to which modules share data. A lower coupling
value is hetter [77].

]1f: Sum 0f tue number of input items shared hetweeii components i and j.
Z: Average nuniber of input and output items sbared over rn components with
component i.

‘n.: Number of components in the software product.

C ouptzng
=

= Z1 M,

Understandability in Design: This measure is used to determine the simphcity of
the detailed design of a software program it uses the following primitives:

‘X is acceptable between O and 1. If X la doser to 1, Opcrabihty is botter.
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• Number of nodes (sequential groups of program statements).

• Number of edges (program fiows between nodes).

• Nuiuber of spiitting nodes (nodes witb more than one edge emanating from it).

• Number of regions (areas bounded by eciges with no edges crossing).

The values deterrnined for the primitives cnn 5e used to identify problem areas within
the software design [45].

D1: Design organized top down (Boolean).

D’: IViodiile dependence Nuinher of modules clependeiit on the hput or output
— Total number ol modules mn the program

D3: Module dependent on prior processing = Nunmber of umoclules dependenton prior pmcessing
Total nunmber of nodules mn the program

D4 Database sise Number cf 1101m—unique database elemuents
Numaber of databose elemiments

D5: Database compartrnentalization = Number of database segments
N umnber of database elemuents

D: Module single entrance/Single exit.

1V: ‘vVeight given to theitclerived measure.

DSM = =‘ 1I71D.

Understandability in Code: Understandability in outlook of programming is the char

acteristic by direct rlated with program code. Briand et et. [15] define understandability

• ‘To unclerstartd n method or class, we mttst know about the services the class uses”.

• “Understandability is infiuenced by the number of services used. It should flot

matter if the server classes are stable or not’.

• “To understand n class, we rieed to know the ftmnctionality of tue services directly

used by the class”.

• “To analyze unclerstanclahility, we do not neecl to account for polymorplnsm”.

Operability: Operability defined with ISO/IEC 9126-1 [48, part-1 page-9] as the ca
pability of software product to enable the user to operate and control it. Operahility

corresponds to controllability, error tolerance and conformity with user expectations.

The metrics for measuring the operabiïity define as follow2
— mnmmber of input items which check for valicl data
— number of input items which could check for valicl data

2Our rneasured as X is acceptable between O and 1. If rcsult la doser tu 1, the Opcrahility woulcl be
butter.
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nuinher of iniplemented functions whlcli con be cancelled bv the user
— nurnber of funct ions requiring the precancellation capabi Hty
— lai iiil)er of iinplemented functions winch con he undone hv the user
— nuiober of funct ions

number of hinctions which con be customized during operation
— nmnher of fonctions reqtliring the customisation capability
— niunher of functions wh jeu can be customized
— number of fonctions
— nimiber of fonctions having status inonitoriiig capabulity
— niiinber of functions that are required to have monitoring capability
— number of instances of operations witli inconsistent hehavior
— total nttinber of operations
— nuinber of impleinented messages with clear explanations
— nuitiher of messages iinpleinented
— number of interface eleiuents which are se1fexpIanatory
— total nuinher ot interface elements

ntimber of hinctions impiemented witli user error tolerance
— total number of fonctions requiring tue tolecance capabïlity

Scalability: To have a better definition for scaÏability, in the first we need some primitive
definitions [49]:

• Speedup S: Measure the ratio of work increasing with change the number of pos
sessors from 1 to k3.

• Efficieucy E: E (k) =

Scalahility measure as:
E(k.,)p(ki.,ko)

=

Level of Processing: The level of processing charaterises the software use of resources.

• Independence of storage: Metrics used to rneasure independence of storage are:
MIs: Number of modules which size constraints are Iiard-coded.

MT0(1t: Number of modules with size constraints,
A AI.

=

• Uncorninitted nlemory: Metrics used to measure the aclaptahility with respect to
percentage of uncornrnitted rnemory are:

Mu1’ij: Amotint of uncomrnitted memory.

Mrot0t: Total memory availahle.

• Uncominitted processing capacity: Metrics used to measure the percentage of un
committed processing capacity are:

Mup: Arnount of uncomrnitted memory.

Mr0t01: Total memory available.
A AI555

‘UPC =

3The best value for spccclup is S(k) = k.
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ainclude <stdio.h>
char *msg=Hello World \n;
main()

whule(*esg)putcharf*msg++)

}

figure 5.1: Program 1

#include <stdio . h>

mainf)

puts(”Hello World \n”);

}

Figure 5.2: Program 2

Performance: Performance also called efficiencv. is baseci on usage of CPU, RAM, and
of I/O capacity. Thus, execution efficiency depends on:

• Non-loop dependency: Percentage of loop statements with non-1001) clepeudent

statements:

]“7Li• Number of modules with non-loop dependent statement in loops.

M10t0i: Total number of modules.

E M,,,1
nid

—

• Compound expression: Repeated compound statenients reduce efficiency:

lire: Number of modules with repeated compound expressions.

il ‘total: Total number of modules.
—

-‘--‘cc
—

• Memory overlay4: Memory overlay creates overhead during processing and reduces

the efficiency. Thus, the number of mernory overlay defines a factor of software

efficiency.

• Nonfunctional executable code: Nonfunctional executable code obscures efficiency.

For example, ProgTarn 5.1 is more obscure than Programm 5.2:

The calculation metrics define as:

4Execution is poisible when entire program and data of process should be uploacled in physical mcmory,
if the process is largcr than mernory, there ii n technique called rncrnory overlay: The idea of overlay is
tu keep in rncmory only thosc instructioni and (tata that are nceded at any given tirne [Si]
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Mtvec: Number of modules with nonfunctional executable code.

AITi: Total number of modules.

E =

• Inefficient coding decisions:

]lij: Number of modules with inefficient coding decisions.

]ITotat: Total number of modules.
M4.

£DS =

• Data grouping: Efficiency decreases with complicated nesting and indices:

]1ic: Number of modules with inefficient data grouping.

MTotat: Total number of modules.
Mrtq

‘DG =

• Variable initialization: luitialization of variables during execution can reduce effi

cieucy:

PIj: Number of modules with non-initialized variable declarations.

JIT,t: Total number of modules.
i—.

=

Storage efficiency depends on:

• Duplicate data definitions: Duplicate global data definitions consume space and

reduce efficiency. A metrics for duplicate global data definition is defiried by:

MDDD: Number of modules with duplicate data definitions.

AlTotat Total number of modules.
A114r1

=

• Code duplication:

MDC: Number of modules with cluplicated code.

MT0tt: Total number of modules.

DC =

• Dynanuc rnemory management: This is a boolean metric which considers the use

of dynarnic memory management. Value true” indicates that allocated memory

is released as needed, value “fals&’ indicates that efficient memory use is not pro

moted.

• Requirements allocation: This is a hoolean metric which evaluates the level of

storage optimization by compiler or assembler, wit.h value “truc” for acceptable,

and value “false” for non-acceptable.
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Robustness: Champeaux (1997) define the flexihilitv as: ‘Flexihilitv also called Ro
bustness, of a software system can be defined as the ability to perforrn even outside an

intencled application dornain, or at least it has the feature that its functionality degrades

gracluality outside its dornain.” [25].
Robustness measure as following options [89]:

• Range of operating conditions (what can be clone with it?)

• Amount of invalid behavior with valid input.

• Acceptability of behavior with invalid input.

Donalci G. Firesrnith measure rohustness as following options [32]:

• Environrnental tolerance: Degree to which an executable work product continues

to function properly despite existing in an ahnornial environment.

• Error tolerance: Degree to which an executable work product continues to function

properly despite the presence of erroneous input.

• Failure tolerance: Degree to which an executable work product continues to func

tion properly despite the occnrrence of failures, where:

— A failure is the execution of a defect that causes an inconsistency hetween an

executahie work procluct’s actual (ohserved) and expected (specified) hehavior.

— A defect may or may not cause a failure depending on whether the defect is

executed and whether exception handiing prevents the failure from occurring.

— A fault (also known as defect, bug) is an underlying flaw in a work product

(i.e., a work product that is incousistent with its requirements, policies, goals,

or the reasonable expectations of its customers or users). Defects are typically

caused by human errors, anci defects have no impact until they cause one or

more failures.

Failure tolerance includes the following qiialitv suh-factor:

— Fault tolerance: Degree to which an executable work product continues to

function properly despite the presence or execution of defects.
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As we saw we have a diffèrent taking from robustness but the relation definition and
computation of robustness that could be close to main idea of using design patterns is
considering the robustness computes as same measurement as reliahility [45,69] in IEEE
982.1:

Before starting the definition of’ metrics related to robustrtess, we need to understand
soine primitive definitions those cornes as follow [77]:

f Total number of unique faults found in n given time interval resulting in failures of
a specified severitv level.

KSLOC = Number of source unes of executable code and non-executable data declara

tions in thousands.

D, = total number of unique defects detected during the jh design, or code inspection

process, or the i0, life cycle phase.

I = total nurnber of inspections to date.

KSLOD = In the design phase, the nmnber of source unes of design staternents in thou

sands.

fct = Fault days for tue i°’ fault:

fault Density: Tins mensure can he used to perform the following functiotis [451:

— “Predict remaining faults by cotiiparison with expected fault density”.

— “Determine if sufficient testing lias been cornpleted, hasecl on predeterrnined

goals for severity class”.

— “Estabuish standard fault densities for comparison and prediction”.

To mensure the fault density we need to follow the following steps:

— failure types might include input, output (or both) and user.

— Fault types might result from design, coding, documentation, and initializa

tion.

— Observe and log each failure.

— Determine the program fault(s) that caused the failure.

— Classify the faults by type.

— Additional faults may be found resulting in total faults heing greater than

the number of failures observed, or one fault may manifest itself by several

failures.

— Thus, fault and failure density may both be measured.
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— Determine total unes of executable and non-executable data declaration source
code (KSLOC).

— Calculate the fault density for a given severity level as:
n P

= KSLOC

• Defect Density: “The defect density measure can be used after design and code
inspections of new development or large block modifications. If the defect density
is outside the norm after several inspections, it is an indication that the inspection

process requires further scrutiny” [45].

Defect density is measuring as following steps:

— Establish a classification scheme for severity and class of defect.

— For each inspection, record the product size and the total number of unique
defects.

- r Z’ D1
— The defect density calculate in the design phase as : DD

=

• Cumulative Failnre Profile: This is a graphical method used to [15]:

— “Predict reliability through the use of failure profflcs”.

— “Estimate additional testing time to reach an acceptably reliable system”.

— “Identify modules and subsystems that require additional testing”

Estahlish the severity levels for failure designation. f, total number of failures

of a given severity level iii a given time interval, i =1,.

Plot cumulative failures versus a suitable time base. The curve can be derived for

the system as a whole, suhsystems, or modules.

• Fault-Days Number: This measure represents the number of days that faults stays

in a software system from their creation to their removal [45]:

— “Phase when the fàult was introduced in the systern”.

— “Date when the fnult was introdnced in tlie system”.

— “Phase, date, and time when the ftsult is removed”.

5This mensure assumes that a struetured design language is used. However, if some other design
methodology is used, then some other unit of defeet density bas te be developed te eonform te the
methndology in which the design is expressed.
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For measure the fault-days nnmber we need to represents the number of days that

faults spend in the software system from their creation to their removal with passing

the following steps:

— Phase when the fault was introduced in the systein.

— Date when the fault was introduced in the system.

— Phase, date, and time when the fault is removed 6

— Fault-days: For each fanit detected and removed. during any phase, the nurn

ber of days from its creation to its removal is determined.

— The fault-days are then sumrned for ail fauits detected and removed. to get

thé fault-days number at system level, including ail fauits detected/removed

Up to the delivery date7.

— Tise fauit introduced during tise requirements phase is assumed to have been

created at tise rniddle of the requirernent phase hecause the exact time that

the corresponding piece of requirement was specifieci is not known.

— The measure is calculated as follows: Fault days nuniher (FD) = Z FD.

5.1 Conclusion

Many different measures may apply to clsaracteristics and sub-characteristics but, in

most cases. they are not practicai to cohect automatically. We choose the nseasures that

are tue easiest to compute ou prograrns architectures, reiated to design patterns.

We imw have a design pattern-baseci quality model and metrics to measure its char

acteristics and sub-characteristics. We evaluate manually design patterns to link our

quality model with concrete quality values.

°For more meaningful measures, time units ean be relative to test or operational tirne.
TIn cases if the ereation date for the fault is not known, the fault is assumed to have been ereated aL

the middle of the phase in whieh it was iatroduceci.



CHAPTER 6

DESIGN PATTERN EVALUATION

\iVe summarize1 the twenty-three design patterns and evaluate rnanually their ciuality
characteristics using five-levels Lickert scale (Excellent , Good, Fair, Bad auJ Vèrg bad).
We use N/A for characteristics not applicable to some design patterns.

Our evaluation decomposes in two parts. First we introduce the evaluation for

suh-characteristics sud as Expandability, Simplicity, Generality, Modularity, Software

inclependence, Hardware-independence. Learnability, Understandability, auJ Operability.

Then, we evaluate separately the Scalahility and Robustness, because these character

istics are related to software operation anci do flot concern the architecture of program

directly.

6.1 Creational Design Patterns

We evaluate now creational design patterns, providing ‘good” solutions to problems
of creating objects.

6.1.1 Abstract Factory

• Intent: Provide an interface for creating farnilies of related or dependent objects

without specifying their concrete classes.

• Applicability: Use the Abstract factory pattern when:

— A system should be independent of how its products are created, composed,

arid represented.

— A system should be configured with one of multiple families of products.

— A family of related product objects is designed to he useci together, and you

need to enforce this constraint.

— You want to provide a class library of products, auJ you want to reveal just

their interfaces, not their implementations.

• Structure:

‘Ail siibsccjuent definitions and picturcs arc from [241 and [38]
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Figure 6.1: Abstract Factory UML-like cbss diagram

• Consecjuences: The Abstract factory design patterii bas the following benefits and
liabilities:

— It isolates concrete classes.

— It makes exchanging product families easy.

— It promotes consistency arnong products.

— Supporting new kinds off products is difficuit.

— — J

—

I I I
I I

I I

• Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expcndability Exceitent

Sirnplicity Excettent

Generality Good

Modularitv Good

Software Independence fair

Hardware Indepenclence Fair

Learnability Gooct

Understandability Good

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Good

6.1.2 Builder

• Intent: Separate the construction of n complex object from its representation so
that the same construction process can create different representations.

• Applicability: Use the Builder pattern when:

— The algorithrn for creating a complex object should be inclependent of the
parts that rnake up the ohject and how they are assenibled.

— The construction process must allow different representations for the object
that is constructed.

• Structure:

—

— _j
Product

f igure 6.2: Builder design pattern UML-like class diagram

• Consectuences:
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— It lets you vary a product’s internai representation.

— It isolates code for construction and representation.

— It gives you Ener ce]nt.rol over the construction process.

Evaluation

Quality suh-characteristics ] Values

Expendability Good

Simplicity Good

Generality Fair

I’vlodularity Fair

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnabilitv Fair

Understandabilitv Good

Operabilitv Fuir

Scalability Good

Rohustness Good

6.1.3 Factory Method

• Intent: Define an interface for creating an ohject, but let subclasses decicie which

class to instaritiate. Factory Method lets a class defer instantiation to subclasses.

• Applicability: Use the factory Method pattern when:

— A class cannot anticipate the class of ohjects it must create.

— A class wants its subclasses to specify the ol)jects it creates.

— Classes delegate responsibility to one of several helper subclasses, and you

want tu localize the kaowiecige of which helper subclass is the delegate.

• Structure:

• Consequences:

— Provides hooks for subclasses.

— Connects parallel class hierarchies.
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CreUorProduct

______________________

Eot.1Lh,d

ConcrotePredtict ConcreteCreator

______

I L
Fry\I[Iod() — — r,,. C F

Figure 6.3: Factory Method design pattern UML-like class diagram

Evaluation:

6.1.4 Prototype

• Intent: Specify the kind of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and

create new objects by copying this prototype.

• Applicability: Use the Prototype pattern when a system should be independent of

how its products are created, composeci, and represented: atid:

— When the classes to instantiate are specified at run-time, for example, by
dynarnic loading.

— To avoid building n class hierarchy of factories that parallels the class hierarchy

of products.

— When instances of a class cnn have one of only a few different combinations

of state. It may be more convenient to instail n corresporiding number of

Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Bad

Sitnplicity Bad

Generality fair

Modularity Good

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnahility Good

Unclerstandabilitv Good

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Good
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prototypes and clone them rather than instantiating the class rnanually, cadi
time with the appropriate state.

Structure:

figure 6.4: Prototype design pattern UML-like class diagrain

e Consequences:

— Adding and rernoving products at run-tinie.

— Specifying uew objects by varying values.

— Specifying new objects by varying structure.

Reduced sub-classing.

— Configuring an application with classes dynarnically.

pGInn

riiItfl rp f IhL 1
L

rf:Iim o

Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Excellent

Simplicity Good

Generality Fair

Modularity Good

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Fair

Understandabulity Good

Operabulity Fuir

Scalability Excellent

Rohustness Good

6.1.5 Singleton

• lutent: Eusure a class bas only one instance anci provide a global point of access
to it.

• Applicabihty: Use the Singleton pattern when:

— There must be exactly one instance of a class, and it must be accessible to
clients from a well-known access point.

— When the sole instance should lie extensible by sub—classing, and clients shonld
be able to use an extended instance witliout modii*ing their code.

• Structure:

Single on

—ijs:arce
-Sr:ç.e:cr(i

Sim;I-tr

Figure 6.5: Singleton design patterri UML-like class diagram

• Consequences: The Singleton pattern lias several benefits:

— Controlled access to sole instance.

— Reduced name space.

— Permits refinement of operations and representation.
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— Permits a variable number of instances.

— More flexible than class operations.

Evaluation:

6.2 Structural Design Patterns

‘iVe evaluate the quality of design patteras concerned with the structure of programs.

6.2.1 Adapter

• Intent: Convert die interface ofa class into another interface clients expect. Adapter

lets classes work together that couldn’t otherwise because of incompatible inter

faces.

• Appiicahility: Use the Adapter pattera when

— You want to use an existing class, and its interface does not match the one

you need.

You want to create a reusable class that cooperates with tinrelated or unfore

seen classes, that is, classes that don’t necessarily have compatible interfaces.

You need to use several existing subclasses, but it’s impractical to adapt their

interface by subclassing every one. An object adapter can adapt the interface

of its parent class.

Quality sub-characteristics Vaines

Expendahility Bad

Simplicity Viiry bad

Generality FuiT

Modularity Exceitent

Software Independence Fafr

Hardware Independence Fuir

Learnability Fuir

Understandability Fuir

Operability Fuir

Scalability Good

Rohustness Good

• Structure:
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• Consequences:

;inF, j
Figure 6.6: UML class diagram for Adapter pattern
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— How much adapting cloes Adapter do?

— Pluggahie adapters.

— Using two-way adapters to provide transparency

Evaluation:

Quality suh-characteristics Values j
ExpericÏability Fair

Sirnplicity Fair

Generality Bad

IVlodularjty Good

Software Independence Good

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Good

Understandahility fuir

Operability Fair

Scalahility Good

Robustness Fair

6.2.2 Bridge

• lutent: Decouple an abstraction from its implementation so that the two can vary
independently.
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• Applicability: Use the Bridge pattern when

— You want to avoid a permanent binding between an abstraction and its im
plementation.

— Botb the abstractions and their implementations sbould be extensible by snb

classing.

— Changes in tbe implementation of an abstraction should bave no inipact on
clients: that is. their code shonld not bave to he recompiled.

— (C++) you want to bide the implementation of an abstraction completely froni
clients. In C++ the representation of a class is visible in tbe class interfhce.

— You bave a proliferation of classes as sbown earlier in tbe first Motivation

diagram. Sneh a class bierarcby indicates the need for spiitting an object into

two parts.

— Yon want to sbare an irnplementation among multiple objects (perhaps using

reference counting), and tbis fact sbould he hidden from tbe client.

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Bridge pattern bas the following consecluences:

— Decoupling interface and implementation

— Improved extensibility

Figure 6.7: UML class diagram for Bridge pattern

— Hiding implementation details from clients
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Evaluation:

Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Good

Simplicity Fait

Generality Good

Modularity Good

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability FaiT

Understandability Fair

Opera.bility Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Gooti

6.2.3 Composite

• Intent: Compose objects into tree structures to represerit part-whole hierarchies.

Composite lets clients treat indiviclual ohjects and compositions of objects uni

fornilv.

• Apphcability: Use the Composite pattern when

— You vant to represent part-whole hierarchies of objects

— You want clients to be able to ignore the difference between compositions of

objects and individual objects. Clients will treat ail objects in the composite

structure uniformly.

• Structure:

A typical Composite object structure ;night look hke tltis:

• Consequences: The Composite pattern

— Defines class hierarchies consisting of primitive objects and composite ohjects

— Makes the client simple. Clients can treat composite structures and individual

objects uniformly

— I\’Iakes it easier to add new kinds of components

— Can make your design overly general
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Evaluation:

Figure 6.8: UML class diagram for Composite pattern

Understandability

Operabilit.v

Scalability

Robustness

62.4 Decorator

Good

N/A

N/A

Good

• lutent: Attach additional responsihilities to an ohject dynamically. Decorators
provide a flexible alternative to subclassing for extending functionality.

• Applicability: Use Decorator

Lef

pJ1,rljfl(

-jch chJ cidi ,t

Id 1

• Quality suh-characteristics ] Values

Expendability faii

Simplicity Fair

Generality N/A

Modiilarity Fazr

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Indeperidence N/A

Learnability Fair

— To add responsibilities to individual objects dynamically and transparently,
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that is, without affecting other objects.

— For responsihilities that can be withdrawn.

— When extension by subclassing is impractical. Sornetimes a large numher

of independent extensions are possible and would produce an explosion of

subclasses to snpport every combination. Or a class defirution may he hidden

or otberwise unavailahie for subclassing.

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Decorator pattern bas at last two key benefits and two liabili

ties:

— More flexibility than static inheritance

— Avoids feature-laden classes high up in the hierarchy

— A decorator and its component aren’t identical

— Lots of little objects

• Evalnation:

Figure 6.9: Typical Composite object structure
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Figure 6.10: UIv1L class diagram for Decorator pattern

Quality sub-cliaracteristics ] Values

Expendability Excettent

Siniplicity Euceiient

Generality Good

Modularity Fai’r

Software Independence Good

Hardware Independence N/A

Leariiability Good

Understandability Good

Operability Good

Scalahility Good

Robustness Fair

6.2.5 Façade

• Intent: Provide a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem. Façade

defines a higber-level interface that makes the subsystem easier to use.

A1ehi r(: 1

• Applicability: Use the Facade pattern when
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— You want to provide a simple interface to a complex subsystem.

— There are rnany dependencies between clients and the implementation classes

of an abstraction.

— You want to layer your subsystems.

• Structure:

Focad

‘/L

Z J
.

- - —

Si:ri / —‘-- .—-.

Z /

I
/1

L \\

N

Figure 6.11: UML class diagram for Façade pattern

• Consequences: The Facade pattern offers the following benefits:

— It shields clients from subsystem components, thereby reducing the nuinber of

objects that clients deal with and making the subsystem casier to use

— It prornotes weak couplirig between the subsystem and its clients

— It doesn’t prevent applications from using subsystem classes if they need to

• Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristics Values j
fxpendability Good

Simplicity Good

Generality Good

Modularity Good

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Fair

Understandability Good

Operability Fair

Scalability Fair

Robustness Fair

6.2.6 Flyweight

• lutent: lise sharing to support large numbers of fine-grained ohjects efficiently.

• Applicability: The flyweight pattern’s effectiveness depends heavily on how arid

where it’s usecl. Apply the Flyweight pattern wlien ail of the following are truc:

— An application uses a large nmnber of objects

— Storage cqsts are high because of the sheer quantity of objects

— Most ohject state can be made extrinsic

— Many groups of objects may be replaced by relatively few shared objects once

extrinsic state is removed

— The application doesn’t depend on object identity. Since ftyweight objects

may be shared, identity tests will return truc for conceptually distinct objects

• Structure: The following object diagram shows how flyweights are shared:

• Consequences: Fiyweights may introduce run-tirne costs associated vitIi transfer

ring, finding, and/or computing extrinsic state, especiaily if it was formerly stored

as intrinsic state. However, such costs are offset by space savings, which increase

as more flyweights are shared. Storage savings are a function of several factors:

— The reduction in the total number of instances that cornes from sharing

— The amount of intrinsic state per object

— \‘Vhether extrinsic state is computed or storecl



FlyweightFnctrry wr1h.

________________________________

kcj
—

_________________________

figure 6.12: UML class diagram for flyweight pattern

. Evaluation:

Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Bad

Sirnplicity Bad

Generality Fair

Modularity Good

Software Inclependence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Good

Understaiidability Bad

Operability Fair

Scalability Good

Robustness Good
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Ffyweight

Ope

f f’.gm5[kJ

tturr estn fly’i,;ft

ci: rew iyvqh:
dd :u û]i f
t*t.rr r’.vI:yvm

Unha relCo n rate Flywetght j
Op:ûfl(m

‘L1
Client C on c ra tF lywe içlht

•Q.3:Iû

figure 6.13: object diagram to shows tue flyweights share
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• latent: Provide a surrogate or placeholder for another object to control access to

it.

• Applicahility: Proxy is applicable whenever tbere is a need for a more versatile or
sophisticated reference to an object than a simple pointer. Here are several common

situations in which the Proxy pattern is applicable:

— A remote proxy provides a local representative for an object in a different
acldress space

— A virtual proxy creates expensive ohjects on demand

— A protection proxy controls access to the original object. Protection proxies

are useful when objects should have different access rights

— A smart reference is a replacernent for a hare pointer that performs additional

actions when an ohject is accessed

Figure 6.14: UML class diagram for Proxy pattern

(ient

g nraISutjecl •
ja!SubiectJ

• Structure: Her&s a possible ohject diagram of a proxy structure at run-time:

reaIStmçt Pqiws:

Figure 6.15: object diagram of a proxy structure at run-thne
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• Consequences: The Proxy pattern introduces a level of indirection when accessing
an object. The additional indirection has many uses, depending on the kind of
proxy:

— A remote proxy cari hide the fact that an ohject resides in a clifferent address

space

— A virtual proxy cari perform optimizations such as creating an object on de
mand

— Both protection proxies aiid smart references allow additional housekeeping

tasks when an object is accessed

• Evaluation:

Quality sub-charactcristics Values

Expendahility Good

Simplicity Bad

Generality Fair

IVloclularity Good

Software Indepenclence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnahility Fair

Understandability Bad

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Fair

6.3 Behavioral Design Patterns

Behavioral describe patterns describe recurring behavioral object models.

6.3.1 Chain of Responsibility

• Intent: Avoid coupling the sender of a request to fts receiver by giving more than

one object n chance to handie the request. Chain the receiving objects and pass

the request along the chain until an object handies it.

• Applicability: Use Chain of Responsibility when

— IViore than one ohject may handie a request, and the handier isn’t known a

priori. The handler should be ascertained autoniatically
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— You want to issue a request to one of several ohjects witliout specifying the

receiver explicitly

— The set of objects that can handie a request should he specified dynarnically

Structure: A typical object structure might look like this:

(ient
(‘oncretHandJ’

L, sucssc . J
oncreteHJ

figure 6.17: A typical object structure

• Conseciuences: Chain of Responsihility lias the following henefits and liabilities:

— Reduced coupling

— Added ftexibility in assigning responsibilities to objects

— Receipt isri’t guaranteed

• Evaluation:

Figure 6.16: UML class diagram for Chain of Resp. pattern
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Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Good

Simplicitv Good

Generality Good

Modularity Ba,d

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability foir

Unclerstandability fair

Operahilitv Good

Scalability Bad

Robustness Fair

6.3.2 Command

• Intent: Encapsulate n request as an oliject, thereby letting you parameterize clients

vitIi different requests. citietie or Iog requests, and support undoable operations.

• Applicahility: Use the Command pattern when you want to

— Parameterize ohjects by an action to pertorm, as Menultem objects dici ahove

— Spcify, queue, and execute requests at different times

— Support undo. The Coininand’s Execute operation can store state for reversing

its effects in the command itself

— Support logging changes so that tliey can lie reapplied in case of a system
crash

— Structure a system around higli-level operations built on primitives operations

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Commanci pattern lias the following consequences:

— Command decouples tlie object tliat iiwokes the operation from tlie one that

knows how to perform it

— Commands tue first-class objects. They eau be manipulated and extended like

any other ohject

— You cnn assemble cornrnands into a composite command
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Figure 6.18: UML class diagrani for Command pattera

Evaluation:

Quality sub-cliaracteristics Values

Expendability Good

Siinplicity Bad

Generality N/A

Modularity N/A

Software Indepenclence N/A

Hardware hidependence N/A

Learnability Rad

Understandability Very bad

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Gond

6.3.3 Interpreter

• Jutent: Given a language, define a representation for its grarninar along with an
interpreter that uses the representation to interpret sentences in the language.

• Applicability: Use the Interpreter pattera wben there is a language to interpret,

and you can represent staternents in the language as abstract syntax trees. The
Interpreter pattern works best when

r:..A::nr:

— The grammar is simple
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— Efficiency is not a critical concern

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Interpreter pattern has the followirig benefits and liabilities:

— Its easy to change and extend the grammar

— Implementing the grainmar is easy, too

— Complex grammars are hard to inaintain

— Aciding new ways to interpret expressions

figure 6.19: UvIL class diagraiii for Interpreter pattern

• Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Good

Simplicity Fair

Generality Good

Modularity Fair

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnabulity Fair

Uncïerstandabulity fair

Operability Good

Scalabulity Good

Robustness Fair

6.3.4 Iterator

• lutent: Provide a way to access the elernents of an aggregate object sequentially

without exposing its underlying representation.

• Applicahihty: Use the Iterator pattern

— To access an aggregate object’s contents without exposing its internai repre

sentation.

— To support multiple traversais of aggregate objects.

— To provide a uniform interface for traversing diffèrent aggregate structures

(that is, to support polymorphie iteration).

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Iterator pattern lias three important consequences:

— It supports variations in the traversai of an aggregate

— Iterators simphfy the Aggregate interface

— More than one traversai can lie pending on an aggregate

• Evaluation:
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Figure 6.20: UML class diagram for Iterator pattera

Quality sub-characteristics ] Values

Expendability Excettent

Sirnplicity ExceÏÏent

Generality Good

Modularity Fuir

Software Independence Good

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Good

Understandability Fuir

Operability Fuir

Scalability Good

Robustness Good

6.3.5 Mediator

• lutent: Define an object that encapsulates how a set of objects interact. Mediator

promotes Ïoose coupling by keeping objects from referring to each other explicitly,

and it lets you vary their interaction independently.

• Applicability: Use the Mediator pattera when

:Irr1 :ie. Cnncrtçer:i:c hi

— A set of ohjects communicate in weIl-defined but complex ways
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— Reusing an object is difficuit because it refers to and communicates with many

other objects

— A hehavior that’s distributecl between several classes should be customizable

without a lot of subclassing

• Structure: A typical object structure rnight look like this:

Meditar

• Consequences: The Mediator pattern bas the following benefits and drawbacks:

— It lirnits subclassing

figure 6.21: UML class diagram for Mediator pattera

Figure 6.22: A typical object structure
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— It decouples colleagues

— It. simplifies object. protocols

— It abstracts how objects cooperate

— It centralizes control

. Evaluation:

Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Good

Simplicity Fa’ir

Generality Good

Modularity Good

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Indepenclence N/A

Learnability fuir

Understandabilitv fuir

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Fuir

6.3.6 Memento

• lutent: ‘vVithout violating encapsulation, capture and externalize an object’s inter

nal state so that the ohject can be restored to this state later.

• Applicability: Use the Mernento pattern when

— A snapshot of (some portion of) an object’s state must be saved so that it cnn

be restored to that state later, and

— A direct interface to obtaining the state would expose implementation details

and break the object’s encapsulation

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Memento pattern lias several consequences:

— Preserving encapsulation boundaries

— It simplifies Originator

— Using mementos might be expensive
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Lrr 0rinator

•

Mornento
Caretiker

rwr !ew Mmrn ni GtSet j
figure 6.23: UML ciass diagram for Mernento pattern

— Defining narrow and wide interfaces

— Hidden costs in caring for mementos

. Evaluation:

Q uahty suh-characteristics Values

Expendabilitv Good

Siinplicity Fair

Generality Fuir

Motluiarity Ve’y bad

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Bad

Understandahility FaiT

Operahility Good

tScmty L__Fuir
Robustness t

6.3.7 Observer

• Intent: Define a one-to-rnany dcpendcncy between ohjects so that when one object

changes state, ail its dependents are notified and updated automaticaliy.

• Applicability: Use the Observer pattern in any of the foliowing situations:

— ‘vVhen an abstraction bas two aspects, one dependent on the other

— When a change to one object requires changing others, and you don’t know

how many objects neeci to be changed

— ‘vYlien an object shouid be able to notify other objects without making as

sumptions about who these objects are
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. Structure:

Fiec’ o r ubr;rs
o

ConcretStibject

Sur3ÇtSOtr

r:orp

j Observer

/ \

ohsororSutc
Ljc: C:i;

Figure 6.21: UML class diagram for Observer pattern

• Consequences: Further benefits and babilities of the Observer pattern include the

following:

— Abstract coupling between Suhject and Observer

— Support for broadcast communication

— Unexpected updates

• Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristic.s Values

Expendability Excellent

Simplicitv Good

Generalitv Exceltent

Modularity N/A

Software Inclependence N/A

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Fair

Understandability Good

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Good

6.3.8 State

• Intent: Aliow an object to alter its behavrnr when its internai state changes. The

object will appear to change its ciass.

• Applicability: Use the State pattern in either of the following cases:

An ohject.’s behavior depeiids 011 its state, and it must change its hehavior at

run-tinie depending on that state

— Operations have large, muitiparty conditional statements that depenci on the

ohject’s state

— Often, several operations wiH contain this same conditionai structure

• Structure:

siC Harc

st7te

figure 6.25: UML cÏass diagram for State pattern
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• Consequences: The State pattern bas the following consequences:

— It localizes state-specific behavior and partitions hehavior for different states

— It makes state transitions explicit

— State objects can be shared

Evaluation:

6.3.9 Strategy

• Intent: Define a family of algorithrns, encapsulate each one, and rnake them inter
changeable. Strategy lets the algorithrn vary independently from clients that use
it.

• Applicahility: Use the Strategy pattern when

— Many related classes differ oniy in their behavior

— You need diffèrent variants of an algorithm

— An algorithm uses data that clients shouldn’t know about

— A class defines many hehaviors, arid these appear as multiple conditional state
ments in its operations

• Structure:

• Consequences: The Strategy pattern has the following benefits and drawhacks:

Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Good

Simplicity Good

Generality Fair

Modularity Bad

Software Independence Good

Hardware Inclependence N/A

Learnahility Fair

Understandability Very bad

Operahility Good

Scalability Good

Robtistness fair

— Farnilies of related algorithrns
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Con1xt j tra:y j Strffiy

fConr:r3ceL

Conc rtStratcgyA ConcreteStratgyB CncrBtStratgyC

AII:r1Ir:r[c(,r r!

Figure 6.26: UML class diagram for Strategy pattern

— An alternative to subcla.ssing

— Strategies eliminate conditionaÏ staternents

— A choice of implementations

— Clients must be aware of diffèrent Strategies

— Communication overhead hetween Strategy and Context

— Increased number of objects

. Evaluation:

LQuahity sub-characteristics ValJ

Expendability Good

Siinplicity Fuir

Generality Bad

Modularity Fuir

Software Indeperidence Fuir

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnability Bad

Understandability Bad

Operabulity Fuir

Scalahility Bad

Robustness Fuir

6.3.10 Template Method

Intent: Define the skeleton of an algoritlirn in an operation, deferring some steps to
subclasses. Template Method lets subclasses redefine certain steps of an algorithm
without changing the algorithm’s structure.

• Applicability: The Template Method pattern should be used
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— To implernent the invariant parts of an algorithrn once and leave it up to
subclasses to implement the behavior that can VaTy

— When common behavior arnong subclasses should be factoreci and localized in
a common class to avoid code duplication

— b control subclasses extensions

• Structure:

.ibstractCIass j’..

TûmpIa:eMchcdi —

fPrrriieDperiUori O Ptini:;veOratioi2Ç
PcrntiveQpetaticr2O

ï
C o oc rteCtis s

f Pi r I.1fJ riiUo’1 d
P r rnt ivO PTs tpc

figure 6.27: UML class diagram for Template Method pattern

• Conseciuences: Template methods cali the frillowing kinds of operations:

— Concrete operations (either on the ConcreteClass or on client classes);

— Concrete AhstractClass operations (i.e., operations that are generally useful
to subclasses);

— Primitive operations (i.e.. abstract operations);

— factory methods, see factory Method; and

— Hook operations, which provide default behavior that subclasses can extend
if necessary. A hook operation often does nothing by default

• Evaluation:
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Quality sub-characteristics Values

Expendability Excetient

Simplicity Good

Generality Fair

Ivlodularity N/A

Software Independence N/A

Hardware Inclependence N/A

Learnability Good

Understandabilitv Good

Operability Good

Scalability Good

Robustness Good

63.11 Visitor

• Intent: Represent an operation to be performeci on the eleinents of an ohject struc

ture. Visitor lets you define a new operation without changing the classes of the

elements on which it. operates.

• Applicahulity: Use the Visitor pattern when

— An object structure contains many classes of objects with differing interfaces,

and yoti want to perfbrrn operations on these objects that depend on their

concrete classes

— Many distinct and unrelated operations need to he perforrned on objects in an

ohject structure. and yoti want f0 avoid ‘pol1uting” their classes with these

operations

— The classes defining the object structure rarely change, but you often want f0

define new operatioris over the structure

• Structure:

• Consequences: Some of the beriefits and liahilities of the Visitor pattern are as

follows:

— Visitor makes adding new operations easy

— A visitor gathers related operations and separates unrelated ones

— Adding new ConcreteElement classes is hard
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Quality suh-characteristics J Values

Expendahility Excellent

Simplicity Good

Generality Good

Modularity Fuir

Software Independence Good

Hardware Independence N/A

Learnahility Good

Understanclability Bac!

Operahility Fuir

Scalability Coca!

Robustness Fuir

6.4 Conclusion

We believe that the problem of quality with design patterns cornes hoth &orn the de
sign patterns thernselves and froin their rnisuse. Unfortunately, little work lias atternpted

so far to study the quality characteristics of design patterns rigorously.

We perform a thorongh and systernatic stndv of the 23 design patterns frorn the
Gang of Four to assess the resulting quality characteristics. Table 6.1 is snmrnarizes the
evaluation. We found that the deign patterns have diffèrent impact on qnality.

This task is mandatory to bnild a quality model nsing patterns to consider program

architectures. However, it is a difficult task and a task subject to the suhjectivity of the
analyst. We took pain to avoid bias but we can only argue that this stndy is the first
thorongh stndy of the quality design patterns, not the ultirnate snch stndy. Mie hope to

see in the fnture other snch stndies to compare onr analyses with others’.
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CHAPTER 7

QUALITY MODEL CONSIDERING PROGRAM ARCHITECTURES

Ii is belting that il is botter to do a simple thing today

ond pay a little moie tomon’ow

b change ii if it needs ii.

[lino [o do o more compiicated [bing today

[bat may oeeer te ased anywoy

Pet or Wendorff.

7.1 Our Approach

Existing quality models attempt to iink internai attrihutes of classes and externai

quality characteristies with little regard for the actual architectures of the programs.

Thus, these quality models eau distinguish hardly between well-structured programs and
programs with poor architectures.

If vie were in art rather than iii informaties, vie would say that existing quality models

use identical quahty models to compare a cuhist pamting, such as “Femme Profile” by

Pablo Picasso (1939), with a realist picture. as shown in Figure 7.1. The two faces possess

two eyes, one aose, two cars. and nue mouth but with very different organisations, none

being more beautiful, ormly more beautiful in different contexts.

Figure 7.1: A woman’s profile: Cubist (left) and realist versions (right)

‘Ne want to build n quality model that considers quality characteristics covering soft

ware maintenance. Timus, vie chose external quality characteristics related to maintenance

and software metrics to fil the space between characteristics and software artifacts. ‘Ne

use design patterns as a basis to choose quality characteristics.

7.1.1 Underlying Assumptions

Underlying assumptious represent the choices made while building the quality model.
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7.1.1.1 Human Factor

Some existing quality models can predict fault-proneness with reasonable accuracy in
certain contexts. Other ciuality models atternpt at evaluating several quality character
istics but fail at providing reasonahie accuracy, from iack of data mainly.

We believe that quality models must evaluate high-ievel quality characteristics with
great accuracy in ternis wefl-known to software engineers to help maintainers in assessing
programs auJ thus in predicting maintenance effort.

Such quality models can also help developers in building better qualitv progra;ns bv
exposing the relationships hetween internai attnbutes and external quality characteristics
clearly.

We take a less “quantitative” approach than quality models counting, for example.
numbers of errors per classes anti iinking these numbers with internai attributes. We
favour n more “qualitative” approach linking quality characteristics relateci to the main
tainers’ perception and work directly.

7.1.1.2 Quaiity Theory

Unfortunately, software engineering is well-known for its lack of theories. Software
engineers do not have theories to support their work on development, mainteïiance, and
to expiain quahty yet.

Thus, it is important to gather as much lielp as possible. Pattenis, design patterns
especially, are an interesting bridge hetweeri internai attributes of programs, externai
quahty characteristics, and software engineers.

Indeed, when considering the lack of theories, patterns are an interesting tool to Iink
internai attrihutes (concrete impiementation of programs) in the one hand and subjective
quahty characteristics (subjective perceptions on programs) on the other hand.

7.1.1.3 Program Architecture

Pairwise dependencies among classes and internai attributes of classes are not enough:
The organisations of classes. the program architectures, are important because they are
the first things software engineers sec and deal with.

A large hody of work exist on program architecture, in particular on architecturai
drift or decay [88], which aims at analysing, organising, and tracking the modifications
that architectures must undergo to keep them easy to understand and to modify, and
thus to reduce maintenance effort [53].

However, to our best knowledge, no work attempted to develop quality models using
programs internai attributes while considering their architectures explicitly. We try to
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build such a quality model using patterns because patterns are well-known to improve
program architectures and hecause software engineers use patteras. even unconsciously,
when developi;ig and maintaining programs [3$. page xiii].

7.1.2 Process of Building a Quality Model

The process of building a ciuality model decomposes in three main tasks generally:

• Choosing and organising characteristics related to software maintenance.

• Choosing internai attrihutes that are cornputable with metrics.

• Linking quality characteristics with internai attributes to produce evaluation rules.

The process of building a quaiity model decomposes in the following tasks when using
patterns to consider program architectures:

1. Identifyinq the qvatity cho.racteristics shared by aset of patteras which make pro
grams more maintainabte. This task consists in identifying quaiity characteristics

aitd suh-cbaracteristics related to sorne patterns of interest. Aniong ail possible
characteristics, we can focus on characteristics for prograni maintenance.

2. Oigan’isiiig the quatity characteristics rden tifled froni the patteras. ihis task con
sists in organising quality characteristics a;id suh-characteristics hierarchicaiÏy [30]
to build a quality rnodei which can he linked with software artifacts using rnetrics.

3. Choosing internat attributes relevant to patteras and their q’u.atity characteristics.
This task consists in choosing internai attributes which cnn he rneasured with met
rics. The internai attributes must relate to the quality model from task 2, to hnk
software artifacts with ciuality characteristics.

4. fdentifying programs ‘tmptementmg the patterns. This task consists in iclentifving
a set of progranis in wbich developers used the patterns of interest. We name this
set of base programs BP.

5. Assessing the quatity of patteras vsing the qnatity modet bnilt in task 2. This task
consists in assessing the ciuality of patterns in the set of base programs BP rnanually,
with the characteristics and sub-characteristics of the quahty rnodei.

6 Computing the metrics identified in task 3 on the patteras in the programs identified
in task 5. This task consists in computing metric vaiues for the patterns of interest
identifled in BP. If class-based inetrics are used, then we can compute the metric
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7.3 Implementation

,‘Ve perform the following tasks to build Etiquette, a program for measuring software

ciualitv, based on our methodologv.

7.3.1 Choosing an Evaluation Group

Evaluation begins by choosing the group of people (we eau them EÇ): these people
once evaluate the small prograins (B?) and by using this evaluation, measurement of
other program’s quality are more useful for them (Ç).

We consider for ouï experience, groups of universitys students who know eitough
about programnung and are famihar with the basic concepts of software engineering.

7.3.2 Choosing a Scale

The evaluation uses 5 different levels on a Lickert scale and N/Afor software citarac
teristics or suh-characteristics.

7.3.3 Building a Quality Model

In Chapter 4, we introduced oui quality model by considering those software charac
teristics which are reÏated to design patterns.

7.3.4 Identifying a set of Base Programs (B?)

We use the set of programs implementing design patterns from Kuchana’s book [57] as
base programs (B?). Each prograni of this set i;nplemens design jatterris from Gamma
et at.’s 1)00k [38]. The source code which we considering them as B? is found on the fol

lowing Web site: http: //www. crcpress . com/e_products/downloads/download. asp.

7.3.5 5? Evaluation by EÇ

By considering oui model anti the source code of 5? programs, the ‘Ç provided

values for each characteristics or suh-eharacteristics in ottr model. Table 7.3 present an
example of evaluation donc by ‘Ç.

The iesults of EÇ’s evaluation are stored in an XIVIL file. Figure 7.6 presents an
exampie for reserving the value of software qttality items based 011 OUf model definition

for the Abstract Factory design pattern.
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Table 7.3: Exarriple from the resuit of EÇ evaluation

7.3.6 BP Design Patteru Identification

We need to identifv classes playing roles in the design patteras in our programs.
We analyse the prograins and their micro-architectures using PADL, a meta-model to
represent programs. figure 7.7 presents an example from the format of presenting the
c1tsses, dividing by their roles in Abstract factory design pattern.

7.3.7 Software Metrics

‘vVe choose size, filiation. coupling, cohesion, and compiexitv as internai attribtites to
measure quality. We use the metrics from Cliidamber and Kemerers study [19] rnainly to
measure these internai attributes, with additions from other rnetrics hy Briand et aÏ. [14],
by Hitz and Montazeri [43], by Loreriz and Kidd [60], hy Rosenberg and Hyatt [74] and
hy Tegarden et ai. [87]. Table 7.4 presents the compiete list of the ntetrics used for our
evaluation, these metrics are irnplemented in POM and are used to evaluate BP as well
as

7.3.8 BP Evaluation by IVletrics

We appiy POM, a framework for metrics definition and computation based on PADL
[41], on the program modeis to compute the nietric values, figure 7.8 are presenting an
example 0f metrics values which are calcuiated by POM.
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Metrics Naine J Metrics Description
ACAIC Ancestor Class-Attribute Import Coupling
ACMIC Ancestor Class-Method Import Coupling
AID Auerage fiilieritance Depth
CB0 Coupling Between Object. Classes
CLD Class-to-Leaf Deptfi
Cohesion Attrihutes
Connectivity
DCAEC Descendant Class-Attribute Export Coupling
DCMEC Descendant Class-Methocl Export Coupling
DIT Deptli of Inlieritance Tree
ICHCIa.ss Inheritajice Complexity
LC0M1 Lack of Cohesion in Metliods
LC0ÎvI2 Lack of Coliesion in Methods
LCOI\15 Lack of Coliesion in Methods
NCM Number of Close Methocis in o class
NItIA Number of i\lethods Àdded
NI\1I Ntiinber of Ivfethods Inherited
NMO Nuinher of Metliods Overridden
NOA Ntiiiiber 01 Ancestors
NOC Nnmber 0f Chilciren
NOD Nttrnber 0f Descendeiits
NOP Nninher 0f Public Attribuites
SIX Specialisatioii Index
WNIC Weiglitecl Metliods per Close

7.3.9 Weka Appetizer

Table 7.4: POM Metrics List

We create the data rectuired by Weka, a niachine-learnirig environment, separately
for eacb qualitv characteristic and sub—charactenstic of the cjuality model, using value

attributed hy ‘Ç and the values of the computed metrics. Each row presents the value

of the evaluat ion of the qualitv characteristics and sub-Characteristics of ouï evaluation

from EP; and each column presents the values of the metrics. Figure 7.9 shows an
example of the data for the Factory Method design pattern.

7.3.10 Linking Internai Attributes and Quality Characteristics

Using the JRip algorithm implernenteci in ‘vVeka, it is possible to ftncl the relation

between quality characteristics and values of the rnetrics. Figure 7.10 pre5ets the rule

associated with the Expandability qualitv characteristics.

7.3.11 Integrating our RULE

Frorn JRip, we obtained the rules associated with a quality characteristics. We trans

lote the rules to the format which we can use in Etiquette. figure 7.11 presents an

example of the integration of the RULE of Expandahility in Eticïuette.
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7.3.12 ‘P Evaluation

assess the quality uf a program SP by applying POM to compute the sanie metric
values we calculated for BP. figure 7.12 present.s an example of the metric values, which
are calculateci by POM over a given £2.

7.3.13 Applying the Rules

We adapt the nietric values of the rules by computing the ratio between the minimum
and maximin values of the metrics for the base programs, on the one hand, and each
micro-architecture, on the other hand. Then, we compare the expected metric values in
the adapted rules with flic metric values coniputed for each micro—architecture and we
update the RULE related to our software evaluation. We found several rules to assess
the quality of software while considering the patterns used to design the architecture.

Some resuits are shown in Table 7.5.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, using the quality model, rnetrics. a.nd stucly of the quality of pre
vious sections, we build mies to assess the quahty of programs whule considering their

architectures. We use a leamnirig algorithrn to infer mules frorn data collected on 5ev-
eral program. We conclude that flic rules highlight important quality characteristics of

‘software. However, tliey are but a first step towards a coniplete and comprehensive as
sessnient of software quality. In flic ncxt chapter, wc detail our approach to assess the
quality of software.
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<designPattern name”Abstract Factory”>
<quality>

<expandability va1ue’’Exce11ent”> </expandability>
<simplicity value=”Excellent”> </simplicity>
<generality value&Goodu> </generality>
<modularity value “Cood> </modularity>
<softwarelndependence value”Fair”> </softwarelndependence>
<hardwarelndependence value “Fair> </hardwarelndependence>
<learnability valueGood> </learnability>
<understandability va1ue “Good”> </understandability>
<operabi1ity value”Good’> </operability>
<scalability value”Good”> </scalability>
<robuatnesa value”Good’> </robustneas>

</quality>
</designPattern>

Figure 7.6: Exaniple of reserving the value of quality items in “Qualitv Pattern
List.XML

<desiguPatteru name= Factory Nethod”>
<microArchitecturec>

<eicroArchitecture nunber” 139>
<rotes>

<products>
<product roleKind=’AbstractClass”>

<entity>src. FactoryMethod. M ter. CoosoleLogger</entity>
</product>

</products>
<concreteProducts>

<concreteProduct roleKiod=”Class”>
<entity>src . FactoryMethod. After. FileLogger</entity>

</coocreteProduct>
</concreteProducts>
<creators>

<creator roleKjo&=AbstractClass”>
<entity>src . FactoryMethod. After . LoggerFactory</entity>

</ creat or>
</creators>
<coocreteCreators>

<coocreteCreator roleKiod”Class”>
<entity>src . FactoryMethod. Af ter. LoggerTest</entity>

</coocreteCreator>
</coocreteCreators>

</roles>
</microArchitecture>

</microArchitectures>
<fdesignpattero>

Figure 7.7: Example of presenting the diffèrent roles 0f Design Patterns in LLDesigi
Pattern List.XML”
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<designPattern name=”Factnry Method”>
<microArchitectures>

<microArchitecture number’ 139>
<nies>

<products>
<product rolekind=AbstractClass”>

<entity kind=”Class”>src.FactoryMethod.After ConsoleLngger</entity>
<properties>

<AID value=l.6666666666666667”/>
<CBD value=”3.O”/>
<DIT value=”2.D”/>
<9CM value=8.Ou/>

<DMA value=”1.O”/>
<DM1 value=’6.D/>
<DM1 value=”l.O”/>
<DOA vaiue=’4.O”/>
<NOP value=4.O’/>
<SIX value’O.2857142857142857/>
<WMC value=’S.O/>

<!properties>
<relations>

<relation>
<target>j ave, in. PrintStream</target>
<properties>

<CDI vaiue=”1.O”/>
<nneWayCoupiing vsiue”l.O”I>

</prnperties>
</reiat ion>

</relstinns>
</prnduct>

</prnducts>
<cnncretePrnducts>

<cnncreteProduct roieKind=Ciass’>
<entity kind=Class>src.FactnrjMethod.After.FiieLngger</entity>
<prnperties>

<AIl vslue=”1.6666666665666657/>
<DIT value=’2.D/>
<cohesinnAttributes value=”1.D’/>
<ICMCiass vsiue”i.D”/>
<LCOM1 value=”2.D’/>
<LCDM5 vaiue”l.D”/>
<9CM vslue&9.00/>
<DMA vaiue=”2.D”/>
<DM1 value=6.O/>
<DM1 value=’l.D’/>
<DIA value=7.D’/>
<DOP vslue=”4.D/>
<SIX value=O.25/>
<WMC vsluelO.D’/>

</prnpert ies>
<relations>

<relation>
<tsrget>src .BRIDGE EncryptedMessage</target>
<properties>

<Cul value=’4.D”/>
<nneWayCnupling value’3.D/>

</properties>
</relstinn>

</prnperties>

</cnntreteCreatnr>
</cnncreteCreators>

</rnles>
</micrnArchitecture>

</micrnArchitectures>
</designPattern>

Figure 7.8: Exaniple of metric values Conlputed lxy POM over BP
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6RELATI0U learnability—Quality 0AYIRI5UTE ACAIC REAL 6AURIBUTE
ACMIC REAL @ATTRIBUTE AIS REAL QATTRISUTE C60 REAL 6ATTRIBUTE CLD
REAL 6ATTRIBUTE OIT REAL QATTRIBUTE connectivity REAL QATTRI6UTE
DCAEC REAL 6ATTRISUTE DCNEC REAL QATTRI6UTE ICHClaas REAL 0ATTRIBUTE
LCOM1 REAL 0ATTRIBUTE LCOM2 REAL 0ATTRISUTE LCOIIS ara 0ATTRIBUTE
5CM REAL 6ATTRIBUTE NMA REAL SATTRIBUTE 551 REAL SATTRIBUTE 5MO REAL
6ATTRIBUTE NOA REAL SAflRIBUTE SOC REAL 6AI7RIBUTE 500 REAL
QATTRIBUTE NOP REAL EATTRIBUTE SIX REAL 6ATTRIBUTE WMC REAL
QATTRIBUTE cohesionAttributea REAL 0ATTRIBUTE learnability
{‘Excelleot’ , ‘Oood’ , ‘Fait’, ‘Bad’ ,‘VeryBad’}

SOATA 0.0,0.0,1.3857142857142857,0.0,1.0,1.4,2.563333333... ,Good
0.0,0.0,1.3333333333333333.0.0,0.0,1.3333333333333333,0 Fait
0.0,0.0,1.3541666666666667,0.0,0.0,1.S,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,2. . . ,Good
0.0,0.0,1.00.0,0.0,1.0,1.075,0.0,0.0,3.0,56.66666666666. . . ,Fair
0.0,0.0,1.9885057471264367,0.0,0.0,2.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,2... ,Fair
0.0,0.0,1.25,0.0,1.0,1.25,1.2333333333333334,0.0,0.0,0.0... ,Good
0.0,0.0,1.9836709677419355,0.0,0.0,2.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,2.0,2... ,Fair
0.0,0.0,l.25,0.0,1.0,1.25,1.25,0.0,0.0,0.0,6.0,0.0,1.5,7. . . ,Fair
1.0,0.0,1.7863488372093024,0.0,1.0,1.B,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.333... ,Oood
0.0,0.0,1.4910714265714266,0.0,0.0,1.5,1.375,0.0,0.0,3.0... ,Fair
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,4.0,0.0,0.75,9.0. . . ,Oood
0.0,0.0,1.3294573643410852,0.0,1.0,1.3333333333333333,1 Fait
0.0,0.0,1.3333333333333333,0.0,1.0,1.3333333333333333,1 Fait
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,1.6666666666666667,0.0,0.0,0.0,1... ,Bad
0.0,0.0,1.246875,0.0,2.0,1.25,1.3333333333333335,2.0,4.0... ,Fair
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,1.4444444444444444,0.0,0.0,0.0,5... ,Oood
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,2.0,0.0,1.818181. . . ,Fair
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,0.5833333333333334,0.0,0.0,1.0,5... ,Bad
0.0,0.0,1.740919242768009,0.0,1.0,1.75,1.241666666666666... ,Fait
0.0,0.0,1.3333333333333333,0.0,1.0,1.3333333333333333,1 Fait
0.0,0.0,1.328638497652S822,0.0,1.0,1.3333333333333333,1 Bad
0.0,0.0,1.5,0.0,1.0,1.5,2.4166666666666665,0.0,0.0,6.0,8... ,Oood
0.0,0.0,1.9654761904761904,0.0,0.0,2.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,6... ,Good

Figure 7.9: Example of “Factory Method.arff’; each row for Quality Characteristics aud
each colurnn for metries values



Test modo: 10—fold cross—validation

Classifier model (full training set)

TRIP cules:

(cobesionAttributes > 1) > expandability=Bad (40/1.0) (AlO >

1.385714) > expandabilityExcellent (7.0/2.0)
> expandability=Good (12.0/4.0)

Number of Rules : 3

Time taken to build model: 0.03 seconds

Stratified cross—validation

Summary

abc de

070001
860101
020001
020 10 I
000001

C—— classified as

s = Excellent

b = Gond
c = Fair

d = Rad
e = VeryBad

98

Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
0.2819 Root mean squared error
Relative absolute errnc
Ront relative squared error
Total Rumber nI Instances

Detailed Accuracy Ry Glass

6 26.087 X
17 73.913 X
-0.2532 Mean absolute error

0. 4429
101.6733 X
119.7989 X
23

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F—Measure Glass
0 0.313 0 0 0 Excellent
0.455 0.917 0.313 0.455 0.37 Gond
O O O O O Fair
0.333 0.05 0.5 0.333 0.4 Rad
O O O O O VeryRed

Confusion Matrix

Figure 7.10: Example of relation between characteristies and metric values
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public final static Rule expandability_Bad =

new RuleC
expsndability_Sad.

new FingerprintSet[] f
new FingerprintSet C

new FingerprintE] f
new FingerprintC”cnhesinnkttributes”, Fingerprint.GEQ, 1.3).

}); public final static Rule expandability.Excellent =

new RuleC
“expsndability_Excellent”,

new FingerprintSet[] f
new FingerprintSet C

new Fingerprint[] f
new FingerprintC”AID”. Fingerprint.GEQ. 1.3857142857142857),

}); public final static Rule expsndability_Cnnd =

new RuleC
“expandability_Good’.

new FingerprintSet[] {
new FingerprintSet C

new Fingerprint[] f
new Fingerprint(cohesinnAttributes”. Fingerprint.LE, 1.0).

new FingerprintSet C
new Fingerprint[] f

nets FingerprintC’AID’, Fingerprint.LE, 1.3857142857142857),

Figure 7.11: Example of RULE integration hi Etiquette
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<program type’ Java”>
<name>6 — JHotDraw v5.l</name>
<designPattern name=” Adapter>

<microArchitecturea>

<microArchitecture number” 73>
<rolea>

<clienta>

<client roleKind=”AbstractClass’>
<entity kind”’Clasa”>

CM ifa. draw. atandard. StandardDrawingview
</entity>
<properties>

<AID value=l.3333333333333333”/>
<CBD valuel4.O1t/>

<DIT value’”3.O”/>

<cohesionAttributes value’D.0832455216D165598”/>
<connectivity value”O.9961770623742455”/>
<ICHClasa value”76.D”/>
<LCDMS value=”O.9718309843414267”/>
<MCM value=’78.D”/>
<NMA value34.D”/>
<NDP value=”13.Q”/>
<SIX value=”I.51948051948D5194”/>
<WMC value””3l2.Q’/>

</propertios>

<relations>
<relation>

<target>CH. if a. draw. applet . DrawApplet</target>
<propertiea>

<CBD value”26.O”/>
<ondWayCoupling value=”’9.D/>

</properties>
</relation>
<relation>

<target>

CM. if a. draw. application. DrawApplication
<Itargot>
<propertiea>

<CBD value””’34.D”/>
<oneWayCoupling value=”9.D”/>

</propertios>
</relatioo>

</relation>
</relations>

</concreteClass>
</concreteClasaea>

</rolea>
</microArchitecture>

</microArchitecturea>
</dosignpattern>

</prograa>

Figure 7.12: Example of metriCs value of metriCs which calCulated by POM over the 8?
(JHotDraw)
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CHAPTER 8

CASE STUDY

Vie perforrn a case study to apply the previous approach to building and to applying
a quality model considering program architectures. Vie use design patterns as a basis
to build a quality model. Vie choose design patterns hecanse they are now well-known
constructs and have been studied extensively.

8.1 General Information

The following general information offer a synthetic view on our quality model.

8.1.1 Dependent Variables

The dependent variables in our qtality model are quality characteristics. We choose
these quality characteristics by stodying the qnality characteristics of the 23 design pat
terns in Gamma et ai.’s book [31 \Te stud the literature on design patterns and
identify 5 quaiity characteristics which decompose in 7 quality snb—characteristics wInch

we consider as external attrihutes.

8.1.2 Independent Variables

The indepenrient variables in our quality model are the internal attribntes which we
mensure on programs. These internai attributes are sinniar to those in other quality
models from the literature: Size, filiation, cohesion, conpling, and complexity.

8.1.3 Analysis Technique

Vie use a propositional mie learner algorithru, JRip .JRip is Weka—an open-sonrce
program collecting machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks [91j—implemeutation

of the Ripper rule learner. It is a fast algorithm for learning “if—Then” rules. Like deci
sion trees, rule leamning a1goritinis are populnr hecause the knowledge representatiou is
easy to interpret.

8.2 Building a Quality Mode]

Vie perform the eight tasks identified in Snhsection 7.1.2 to build a quahty model

consideriug program architectures based on design patterns.
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8.2.1 Identifying Quaiity Characteristics

Mie consider a bierarchical model, because such model is more understandahle [30]

and because most of standard models are hierarchical, for examples [46] and [62].

Design patterns daim to bring reusability, understandahility. flexibility, and modu

larity [38]. So, we add these quality characteristics to our quality model. Also, through

our past experience, ive add robustness and scaiahility (which define together software

eiegancy [35]) to our quaiity model.

8.2.2 Organising Quality Characteristics

Mie organise the quaiity characteristics and decompose these in suh-characteristics

using definitions from IEEE, ISO/IEC, and several other modeis, such as McCaii’s,

Boehm’s, Firesmith’s [32,55,66, 82].

Figure 4.2 presents our quality model to evainate software qnaiity related to software

maintenance hased on design patterns.

8.2.3 Choosing Internai Attributes

‘Ne choose size, filiation, conpiing, coliesion, and complexity as internai attrihutes.

Mie use the metries from Chidamber and Kemerers study [19] mainly to ineasure these

internai attributes, with additions from other metries hy Briand et al. [14], by Hitz and

Montazeri [43], hy Lorenz and Kidd [60]. and hy Tegarden et al. [87].

The complete list of metries used to measure internai attributes is: ACAIC, ACMIC,

AID, CBO, CLD, cohesionAttributes, connectivity, DCAEC, DCMEC, DIT, ICHCiass,

LCOM1, LCOM2, LCOM5, NCM, NMA, NMI, NMO, NOA, NOC, NOD, NOP, SIX,

and WMC.

8.2.4 Identifying Programs with Design Patterns

‘Ne nse the set of programs impiementing design patterns from Kuchana’s booh [57].

Each program of this set impiements design patterns from Gamma et ai.’s hook [38].

This set of programs forms our base programs BP.

8.2.5 Assessing the Quality of Design Patterns

Mie assess the quahty eharaeteristics of design patterns manuaily, nsing our quality

model and the set BP. Table 8.1 summaries our evaluation of the quahty eharacteristies

of the twenty-three design patterns.
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Design
Patterns

-

2 t t

u D -.i n C ‘

Abs. fact. E E G G G
Btidder G G F F f V G
Fact. Met. P P F G G G G G G
Prototype E G F G F G - E G
Singleton P B F E F F F G G
Adapter F f P G G F f G F
Bridge G F G G f f G G G
Composite f F F F F G F F G
Decotator E E G F G G G G F
Façade G G G G F G F F F
Flyweight P P F G G P G
Proxy G P F G f P G G F
Chain of 11es. G G G P F F G P F
Commaiid G P F F P B G G G
Interpreter G F G F F F G G F
Iterator E E G F G F F G G
Mediator G F G G F F G G F
Meniento G F F B P F G F P
Observer E G E F F G G G G
State G G F P F B G G F
Strategy G F P F P P FP F
Teru. Met. E G tZ L 2 CI G G
Visitor E G G F G P F G F

Table 8.1: Design patterns quality characteristics in BP (E = Excellent, G = Good, f
= fair, P = Poor, and B = Bad)

8.2.6 Computing Metrics

The rnetrics we chose in task 3 to measure the internai attributes of programs are
ail ciass-based metrics. Thus, we rieed ftrst to compute the rnetnc values and second to

aclapt the metric values to the micro-architectures.

We analyse the programs and their micro-architectures using PADL. a meta-rnodel

to represent programs. Then. we apply POM, a framework for metrics definition and
computation based on PADL {41], on the program models to compute the metric values.

Thert. we adapt the class-based metric values to the micro-architectures. For a given

metric, we use the average of its values on ail the classes forming n micro-architecture.

However, average is not a good representative of the metric values for the micro-architecture.

Incleed, we should compute and study the variance of the metric values to get n better

Quality Sub—characteristics anti Characteristics
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if (LCOM5 < 1.1) A (NOA < 33.25)

then (Lecirnability = Good)

cisc (Leavnabiiity = Fair)

Table 8.2: Rule for learnability

understanding of the distribution of tlie metric values. Variance indicates 1mw much

each of the metric values of the classes in the micro-architecture deviates from the mean.

However, for the current exploratory study, we keep the average to allow a better analysis

of the resulting mIes.

8.2.7 Linking Internai Attributes and Quality Characteristics

We use a machine learning technique to infer mules liuking the quality cliaracteristics

of the quality model and the metric values.

Vie use the JRip algorithrn to find the mies hetween quality characteristics and values

of the metrics. The mule in Table 8.2 is die rule associated with the learnability quality

characteristics, when applyiug •JRip in the metric values and the base progmams frmn

tasks 3. 1 and 5. It shows that the learnahility qualitv characteristics is related to the

Ni’\fl aud NOP metrics more than to any other iuetric.

ViTe do not introduce here all the rules found for the diffèrent cuality sub-characteristics

and chamacteristics in our model for lack of space. The mules are specific to die current

case study but belp in illustrating the advantages and limitations of our approach.

8.2.8 Validating the Quality Model

Vie use the leave-one-out nwthod [83] for cross-validating the rules built for our quality

model by JRip.

8.3 Applying the Quality Model

Vie apply the quality model built in the previous Subsection 8.2 to JHotDraw (oie

only apply our model on a subset of the micro-architectures for lack of space), JUnit,

and Lexi programs. For lack of space, we only apply the learnability Rule 1 of the

quality tuodel. Rule 1 has been huilt in task 7 in Subsection 8.2 with minLcoAJe = 0.75,

nzaxLcQMe = 1.82, min1voA = 1.00, and max NoA = 86.00.
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JflotDraw is a Java GUI framework for technical and structured graphics. It has

been developed originally by Ericli Gamma and Thomas Eggenschwiler as a “design

exercise” but is now a fuli-fledge frainework. Its design relies heavily on some well-known

design patterns. Jllnit is a regression testing framework written by Erich Gamma and

Kent Beck. It is used to implements unit tests in Java. Both Lexi is a Java-based

Word Processor. It lias been developeci by Matthew Schrnidt and Brui Pappin originaliy.

programs are open-source and hosted on SourceForge.

Applying our quality rnodel requires to identify in the two programs the micro-

architectures similar to some design patterns and the related classes. \‘Ve use PMARt, an

XIVIL database whicli contains micro-architectures similar to design patterns in several

programs [41], to extract the micro-architectures in JHotDraw, JUnit, and in Lexi. We

also use PMARt, along with PADL and POM, to compute all the metrics defined in our

quality model over eacli class of the known micro-architectures. We develop Eticjuette,

a tool to compute the average and the variance of the class-based metric values for each

micro-architecture.

Now, we follow the four tasks frorn Subsection 7.1.3.

8.3.1 Identifying Micro-Architectures

JHotDraw uses 11,different design patterns in 21 micro-architectures: Adapter, Com

mand, Composite, Decorator, factory Method, Observer, Prototype, Singleton, State,

Strategy, and Teinplate Method. JUnit contains 8 micro-arclutectures similar to 5 dif

ferent design patterns: Composite, Decorator, Iterator, Observers, and Singletons. Lexi

contains 5 mnicro-architectures similar to the Builder, Observer, and Singleton design

patterns. Table 8.3 summarises the micro-architectures.

8.3.2 Measuring Internal Attributes

For each micro-architecture identified in JHotDraw or in JUnit or in Lexi, we use

PADL and POM to compute the class-based metric values and Etiquette to compute the

micro-architecture-hased metric values (using average). Table 8.3 presents the data for

each micro-architecture for the LCOM5 and NOA metrics.

8.3.3 Applying the Rules

We adapt the metric values in the rule in Table 8.2 by computing the ratio between

the minimum and maximin values of the LCOM5 and NOA metrics for the base progranis

on the one hand, and each micro-architecture on the other hand. Table 8.3 also displays
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the adapted rules for ail the micro-architectures. We compare the expected metric values
in the adapted rules with the metric values computed for each micro-architecture.

Table 8.3 presents the resuits for adapting the learnahihty rule in Table 8.2. V/e
computed the average. the minimum, and the maximum values of the LCOM5 and NOA
rnetrics for each program, JUnit and Lexi. We adapted the rule from the minimum and
maximum values of the base programs aucl of JHotDraw, JUnit, and Lexi. The iast
colurnn shows the adapted mies and the resuits of applying tbe mules.

The first une of the table shows an example of applying the iearnabihty ruie to a
micro-architecture similar to the Command design pattemn. The outcorne of tbe rule
states that this particular impiementation of the Cornu aud design pattern bas a Good
learnability.

However, the quality model obtained is unsatisfactory for many reasons. First, the
size of the base programs used to create the quahty modei reuders the rule uniuterestiug
in mauy cases. In particular, we do not bave sufficient data yet but the assess tbe
iearnability of JUnit and of Lexi as Fair.

Second, adaptiug the mule when there is one metric value only, sec for example the
nucro-arciutecture MA5 iii JUnit, does not provide interestiug information because the
adapted tbresboid of the leamuability rule is aiways inferior to the maximum (aud unique)
value. Adaptation requires a range or more accurate rules (based on a minimum and a
maximum thresholds) to he efficient.

Third, ive do u?t distinguish in the micro-architecture between code which plays a
role in the design pattern and code which does uot. Consideriug ail the metric values,
potentialiy for “dead’ code, bas an impact on the results certainly.

Moreover, iearnabihty is a hurnan-reiated qualitv characteristic. Thus, it is difficult

tn assess intrinsically because it depends Ou the iudividuals performing the evaluation
highly. Thus, ive ueed to perform more evaluatious to obtain an accumate ruie.

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Human Factor

‘Ne atternpt to place pcoplc, sol tware developers and maintainers ahke, in tbe center of
our work because software building and maintenance remains humau-intensive activities.
Indeed, software are still products of creation and irnagination—even of art [8] with no tivo

progmams alike—rather than manufactured products. Work on manufacturing programs,

sucb as software product hues [13] and software factories [23], exist but are yet to be put
in practice. Thus, in our quality model, ive attmupt to assess the quality of programs
ivith subjective quality characteristics that relate to the ivork of maintainers, such as
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expandability, simplicity, learnability, rather than with objective quahty characteristics,
such as fault proneness [161.

Also. the quality model, its mies, depends on the experience of the software engineers
who built the model, because the quality model is built from their subjective evaluation

of the quahty of patterns. On the hand. the quality model is tailored for the group of
software engineers who built it. On the other hand, the quality model must be applied
with caution out of titis group.

8.4.2 Patterns and Architectures

In our case study. vie use design pattemns because they are now weH-known constructs.
However, design patterns are but a step in considering program architectures as wholes
rather than as aggregates of smafler pieces. With design pattemns, vie use bigger parts
than classes to assess the quality characteristics of programs. It is similar to assessing the
quahty of a painting by looking at many smail squares extracted from the painting, such

as in Figure 7.3, on the right. ‘Ne need to further develop our work to take in account

the actual architectural styles [79] of programs as wholes.

8.4.3 Data

Our work suffers from a lack of data on the subjective, or pezveived. qriality charac
teristics of patterns and.of programs to huild our quality model. ‘Ne huild a first quality
model using 23 programs impiementiug the 23 design patteras from Gamma t al. [38].
‘Ne need to pursue our study to enrich our data set artel to build more accurate quality

inodeis. Indeed, vie do not have sufficient data yet to produce but a case study of a
quality model considering program architectures.

‘Ne need more data on the subjective evaiuation of the quahty characteristics of
patterns to assign consensual values to their characteristics. ‘Ne aiso need more data on

the subjective evaiuation of the quality characteristics of programs with patterns, B?, to

create a quality modei generalisable to other programs. We plan to produce a survey on

the subjective perception of the quality characteristics of design patterus and of programs

and to post this survey on the Internet to get as many answers as possible.

8.4.4 Generalisation

‘Ne buiid our quality model based on patterns, thus we apply our quality model on

micro-architectures rather than on programs. It is ahvays possible to extract a micro-

architecture from a program architecture, for exampie using design pattera identification

techniques, feature identification techniques, or arbitrariiy, and then to apply our quahty
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mode! on this micro-architecture. Also, the micro-architecture can be of arbitrary size.

Thus. we believe that it is possible to apply our quality model on any programs. though

the tise average and of ratio.

However. we are yet unsure of the tegttimacy of the generalisation of our quality

model (or of any quality models for that matter) to other simitar prograrns. Indeed, we

believe that there are major differences between studies, for example, on people and on

programs.

First, people share many common characteristics that are intrinsic to the human race

and that make everybody similar yet not identical. Many theories exist to predict and

to explain how a human being is, in gerieral and in particular. These theories cnn also

be used to distinguish between huinan heing and other beings, comparing for examples,

the number of members, the physiology of organs.

Unfortunately, sirnilar theories predicting and explaining and comparing programs do

flot exist yet. To mir best knowledge, there is no general consensus on what programs are,

except at the very basic level, for exaniple. a set of unes of code written in a programming

language (which is sirnilar to saying that a bai ig is a hurnan being hecause it is composed

of celis).

Thus. each program is unique and there do not exist satisfying classifications of

programs. This lack of classification impedes the successful development of qualitv models

and their applications hecause we cannot ensure that a ciuality mode! built from n set

of progranis cnn be applied to anotiier set of programs tegitirnat ety. W7e believe that a

possible classification of programs coulti stem from the tise or lack of use of patterns in

the program architectures.

Second, programs are discrete by nature. Unlike physicat artifacts, such as bridges,

programs are made of discrete parts: Classes, fieÏds, methods, functions, which compose

programs. Bridges also are composed of parts: Boits, rails, concrete, which can be

rnodeled mathernatically and which properties as a whole cnn be clescribed, for exainple

with finite-eleinents method. To our hest knowledge, models do flot yet exist to describe

prograins, which rernain discrete by their very nature. Quality models are a step towards

building theories on programs, hecause these models help in evaluating and in predicting

certain characteristics of software artifacts. However, they require to consider programs

as whoÏes rather than as aggregates of classes. Our approach is a step towards building

a theory relating the architectures of programs with their quality characteristics.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we proposed n thorough study of quality characteristics in soft

ware products. We present different quality models, which decompose in hierarchical and
non-hierarchical models, sucli as MuCali, Boehm. FURPS, 1SO, Dromev, Star model arid

Bayesian Belief Networks. We complete the models with clefinitions of quality character
istics and interrelationships among them.

We associate software metrics with attributes defined in the different models, like
Adaptability, Cornpleteness, Cornplexity, Conciseness, Correctness, Efficiency, Expend

ability, Generality. Hardware-indepenclence, Indicesahility, Ïearnability, Modularity, Ma

turity index, Operability, Portability, Readahility, Reliability, Robustness, Scalability,

Simplicity, Software independence, Structuredness, Traceability, Understandability, and

Usability.

Theri, we introduce a model to assess the ahility of design patterns daim to increase

the Reusability, flexihility, Moclularity, Understandability and Software Elegancy. At

last we have an evaluation of twenty-three design patterns based on Gamma et ai. 3$J.
Software quality models must state clearly their target user’s arid define an supple

mentary layer of characteristics (“super”-characteristics) to 5e more useful and compa

rable.

Software quality moclels must take into account other aspects of software sucli as their

performance, runtime adequacy, and architecture (for example, through the evaluatiori

of design patteras)

‘vVe presented an approach to building and to applying quality models considering

prograrn architectures. Tins approach is hased on patteras, for example design patterns,

to consider program architectural quality characteristics ratiier than classes or couples

thereof oniy. The use of patteras in building and in applying a quality model hrings an

extra level of abstraction to the cjuality model.

In particular. we circrnnvent the lack of architectural metrics hy computing the axer-

age of class-based inetric values from classes participating in n pattern.

Also, we adapt the mies of n cjuality model to different programs using a ratio-based

technique. Computing the ratio allows applying the rules built from a set of programs

to any other program.

We introduced a case study of our approach to build n qua}ity model based on design

patterns and to apply, with success, the resulting ciuality model on the JUnit and Lexi
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programs.

Our first contribution is a complete study of the state-of-the-art on qualitv model
and design patterns. Our second contribution is a ciuality model with associated metrics.
Our third contribution is a thorough study of the quality characteristics of the 23 design
patterns from Gamma e aï. (38]. Oui fourth and final contribution is a quality model
huilt using learning algorithm to assess the quality of programs while considering the
design patterns used in its architecture.

for future research we plan to continue ouï stucÏy of the JHotDraw, JUnit, and Lexi
programs in details, considering “dead” code and assessing the validity of each rule. We
also plan to realise a detailed survey of the quality characteristics of design patterns
through the Internet to collect as much data as possible. Using the resuits of this survev,
we shah then apply our approach to reflue the rules built for the quality model. The
rules built for the quality model are a flrst step towards a theory 011 quality and design
patterns. We shah study the relation between the mies and well-kriown principles of
software engineering to study the intrinsic advantages of design patterns.
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APPENDIX I

SOFTWARE METRICS

In ouï hest knowledge, the foliowing mctrics clefined by clifferent organisation and different
people. In tue followiiig. we present a iist of ail the metrics fouiici during ouï research. For refer—
onces anci more informatioti please check ptidej . ira. umontreal . ca/Members/khosravk/metrics_home/

1. AN\1VC: Averagc Number of Member Variables p07’ Ctuss ‘Tiie average amount of member
variables or attributes of the classes witl,in the software svstem”.

2. AC: Attribitte Comptexity metric Defineci by Clicn and Lu.

3. Actimi: Rcprcscnts tue nnmbe7 of actions the reqziirem.ent nccds to be capabte of pcrforrninq.

4. ADI:Averagc Depth. of Inhcritance “Contputed bv clividing the sum of uestiiig lcveis of ail
classes hv the nmnber of classcs’.

5. AG: Appticatiori Granittarity: “The number of objects per number of function points

6. AI-IF: Attribute Hiding Factor Defined by Brito e Abreu as “the ratio of the sum of iuherited
attributes in ail system classes under consicleration to tue total nuniber of available classes
attril)utes’

7. AIF: Attribvte Inherttance Facto,- Defineci by Brito e Abreu as’ t1e ratio of the suiti of
jtilierjted attriliutes hi ail classes of tue svstent mider consideratioti to the total mittiher of
avouable attnbutcs for ail classes”.

8. AMC: Averaqe ILfcthod Comptexity “tue smnof tue cvclouiatic complexitv of ail incthocls
divicleci by the total nuniher of methods”

9. AMC: .4VCTagC Method Compteiity “Tue averagé ainomit of coniplexitv per u,ethod.

10. AI\IL: Avcraqc Alodute Lenqth “Traditiottal metrics Mensures tue average module size”.

11. AMS: Averagc Method S,zc “The average size of progrnm iuet1iods.

12. ANA: Avero.ge Number of Ancestors “lite average number of ancestors of ail the classes”.

13. APG: Apptication Granutanity “The total number of ohjects divideci by the total number
of function points”.

14. AbC: Association Cornptexity “The coniplexity of the association structure of a system” -

15. B: Error estimate “Esthnated number of errors hi the program”.

16. BAI\I: Bindi’ng Among Modules “Trachtionnl inetrics iIeasurcs data sharing anioiig tnod
ules’.

17. BM1: Defined by lan graham.

18. BM4 Defined by lan graham.

19. Bou,ice—C: “Count of the tiumber of yo—yo paths’ visible to n CUl”. Or it is clefined as “n
hounce may resuit in unanticipated binditig’ . or “High bounce inchcates more opportunities
for faults”.

‘A yo-yo path is a path that traverses several supplier class hierarehies due to dynamic binding.
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20. Bounce-S.’” Count of thc numbci’-of yo—yo paths in SUT’. Or it is defined as”a bounce
mav resuit in unanticipated bmding Or it is defined as•’High bounce indicates more
oppurtuitities faults’

21. Branch Count “This metric is the nuioLer of branches for cach module. Branches arc
dcfinecl as thosc edges that cxit from n clecision nocle. The grcatcr thc number of branches
in a program’s modules. the more testmg resources required”

22. CalI Pairs: “Quantitative Mctrics Number of calis to other fuoctions in n rnochile”.

23. CAN: C’atcgory Narnzng “Divides classes into semantically mcaningful sets’.

24. CBO: coupting between object classes Defined by Chidamber and Kcmcrer (1994) as “counts
the nuniber of classes a class is coupled with”.

25. CCN: Cyctomatic Compteiity Nnmber “Ttaditioiial metrics Mensures thc number of dcci
sions in the control graph”.

26. CCO: Glass Cohesion ‘Measures relations between classes’.

27. CCP: Glass Coupting “Mensures connections bctwcen classes basccl ou the messages thcy
cxchangc”.

2$. Cd: Defined bv Brian Hcnderrson-sellers.

29. CDF: Contrat flou comptc:rity onci Dota Flou compiei:ity “Traditional nietrics Combine
metric based on variable clefinjtjons and cross—refereitccs”

30. CEC: Glass Entropg Gomptcrity ‘\Ieasures the coniplexitv of classes hascd on their infot
titation content”

31. CF: Goupting Factor •‘The ratio of the maxinmm possible nuinbcr of eotiplings in the svstem
to the actual nuinber of couplings flot imputable to inheritancc’.

32. CfA: Goupiing Factor “Tue ratio of tue maximum ossibte numnher of couplings in the
system ta tue actual miumber of couplings flot imputable to inheritance”

33. CH: Glass Hierarchy

31. Classes: Defined by De Champeaux.

35. CLC: Glass Gomplexity “The cyclomatic complcxity of the control graph formed hy n union
of ail method control graphs with n state transition graph for tue class”.

36. ClCpi: Glass coupiing metric Defined hy Chen and Lu.

37. CLM: Gomment L’ines per Method “Mensures the percentage of coniments in methods”.

3$. COC: Conditions and Operatioris Gount •‘TÏ’aditional nictrics Counts pairs of ail conditions
and loops within the operations”.

39. COF: Gonphnq Factor Defimmecl by Brito e Abreu.

40. Colt: Gohesion Metric De6ned bv Chen and Lii.

41. Condition Count: Quantitative Metrics Number of conditionals in a given module”.

42. Conditional: Represents whether the reqwiremcnt witl be addressing more tha.n one condi
tion. This indicates a higher level of complexity in dealinq with mnltiple conditions wïthzn
the requirement (i.e.. If. when. .

.

43. COP: Gomplertty Pair “Traditional metrics coitihines cvclomatic cotiipiexity with logic
structure”
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44. COR: Covptzng Relation “Traditional metries assigns a relation to every couple of modules
accorcling to the kmd of coupling”.

45. CRE: Nnrnber of trine a Ctass is Reasect “Measures the refercnces in a class anci the imnibcr
of the applications that rcusc this class”.

46. CRM: Goheszon Ratio Metrzcs “Mcasuirc the nuinher of modules having functional cohesion
dividcd by the total number of modules

47. D: ProgTarn Dzfficutty Defineci by Halstead as “Level of clifflculty in the prograiu”.

48. DAC: Data Abstraction Coupt’rng Debncd b Li ancl Henry as “the mimber of instances of
ADTs or number of data member that having an ADT type” -

49. DAM: Data Access Metî”tc “The ratio of the nuinbcr of private attrihutes to the total
number of attrihtttcs declared in the class”

50. DCBO: Degree of Couptmq Between Objects: “ihe avcragc number of uses depenclencies
per abject”.

51. DCO: Dcgree of Cohcston of Objccts “Tue clcgrec of clepondencies of parts within n single
component”.

52. dcl: Decision Densztij Dcflnccl hy McCabe software metrics.

53. DEC: Deczsion Coant “Offers a metliod to measure program coinplcxity”.

54. Decision Count: “Numbcr of decisjou points in n giVcn module

55. Depenclency on CInIcI: “(Truc/Falsc) ‘vVlictlmcr n class is dcpetident ami a clescciïclant”.

56. Depth: “The level for a class. For instance, if n parent bas one child the clepth foi die child
is two”. Also dchnccl as “depth indicaes at what level n class is located within its class
Inerarehy. In gcncral. inheritance incrcascs whcn depth increases”

57. DIT: Dcpth. of znhcntance Trec Defincd b Chidamber and Nemnerer as “dcpths of inlieri—
tance of n class defiuie as the clcpth in tue inlicritance trec”.

58. DIT: Dcpth of Inherutancc Tree “Measures the umniber of ancestors of a class’.

59. DOC: Dependency on Ghitd (Tnie/Faise) “Whcthcr a class is clependent on n descendant”.

60. DR1M: Dcqree of Rense of InÏzeritance Met/tocts “Tue amount of nicthods that arc actually
rcuscd in inhcritance’

61. DSI: Dctivered Source Instructions “Counts separate statements mi the same pliysical une
as distinct ancl ignore comment unes’

62. DYN: Percent of Dynamic CatIs “Percent of messages tltroughout the SUT whose target
is detcrnuncd at rtnuthne”

63. E: Prograninnnq Effort “Estimated mental effort requireci to dcvelop the program”.

64. EcI: EssentiaÏ Dcnsity Dcflnccl by McCabc software rnetrics as “essential dcnsity is calcu
lated

65. Eclge Count: “Number of eciges found in a given module. Represents the transfer of control
fu-om one module to another. (Edgcs arc n base mctric. useci to calculate many of the more
involvecl complexity mnetric)”.

66. ERE: Extent of Rense “Cntcgoriscs a unit accorclirmg thc lever of cerise: modifications
rccjuirccl”
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67. Error Density: Error density “Error Metrics ER/KLOC’.

68. Error Rate: ETÎOT rate “The number of changes due to error. If a module is changeci due
to an error report (as opposcd to a change rcciuest). then it receives a une ttp count. It
cannot rcceive more than a one up for a given error report.

69. ESM: Equzvatent Szze IIeusw,e Measurcs the percentagc of modifications on a reusccl
module

70. EST: Execvtabte Staternents Counts scparate stateinents on the saine physical une as
distinct and ignore comment linos, data cleclaratioiis and headings

71. Ev: Essentiat Comptexzty Defiuied hy McCahe software inetrics as “essential coniplexity is
a measure of the clegrec to which a module contains unstrttctured constructs”.

72. Fan—in: “Count of calls by highcr modules”.

73. FCO: Fvnction Count “TIic number of fuiictions ancl tlLc source unes in evcry function”.

74. fDE: Functional Dcnszty “The ratio of LOC to the function points”.

75. FEF: Factortng Pffeetzvencss ‘Thc number of unique methocls dividecl hy the total number
of methods.

76. FIN: PAN—IN “The nuniber of classes f10111 whicli a ctass is clerivccl and itigli values iticlicate
excessive use of multiple inlieritance”.

77. FOC: Fvnction O7iented C’ofte “Ivleastu’es the percentage of non objectoriented code that
is used in a program’.

78. FormaI Parameter Coimt: “Nuniber of parameters tu a given module”.

79. FUP: Fwnction Points “Mcasitres the atnomït of fmictionality in a system”.

$0. gd: Global Data Dcnsity Dcflned by MuCabe software iiictric:s as “global Data dcnsity is
calculated as:

$1. gclv: Gtobat Data Compiciity Deflnc’d hy i\IcCabc software metrics as• •glolal Data Coin
plexity quantifies t.he cycloniatic complexity of a modules structure as it relates to global
or parameter data’.

82. GLM: Gtobat Modvtarity “Describes global nioclularity in ternis of several specific views of
moclulanty”

$3. HNL: Glass Hierarchy Nestinq Levet “i\Ieasures the cleptlt in hierarchv that CVC1 class is
located”.

$1. j: inteltigent Content Deflncd hy Halstead as “c:omplexity of a given algorithni indepenclent
of the language usecl tu express the algoritiun”.

$5. 1G: Inheritance Coniptexity Defluiecl by l\ioreau ancl Douiinck as ‘Compouncl and multi
level inheritaiice contribute tu the complexity of building. understancling. ancl maintainable
object. They believe that size of the inheritance trec is a simple approximation tu such a
metric”.

86. Id: Design Density Deflned hy MeCabe software metrics as “design density is calculated
i(C’) ,,as. 4G)

$7. ID: Inheritonce Dependencies “The clepth of inheritance”.
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88, IFL: Information Flou Measures the total level of information fiow between individuel
modules ami the rest of a system’

89. IL: interaction tevet Defined by Abbott. Korson anci McGregor as “tue degrec of interaction
between two objects”.

90. Incomplete: “Phrases such as TBD or TBR. They are used when a requirement lias yet to
be determineci. These are consiclcred critical to requirements documents anci iieed to be
correcteci as soon as possible. They eau cause unexpecteci delays anci high costs”.

91. INP Internat Privocy:”Refcrs to the use of accesso;y functions even withiii a ciass”.

92. Iv: Design C’ornptmity

93. Imperative: Rcqmremcnt Metrics tlcCabe software metrics as •clesi complexity is a
nieasure of a modules decision structure as it relates to catis to other modules. This
quantifies the tcsting effort related to integration”

91. KNM: Knot Measure “Traclitional inetrics the total number of crossing points on control
fiow unes’.

95. L: Program Levet Defined by Haisteatl Metrics as “tevel et which the program eau be
unclerstood”

96. LCIti: Lack of Cohesion betwecn Methoits “Inchcates the level of cohesion between the
inethocis’ -

97. LCOM: Lack of Cohesion in methods Defluieci hy Chidauuiber anti Kenierer (1993): “LCOM
is a comtt of tue unimber of metiioci pairs whose siuuiitarity is zero. minus tue count 0f

methoci pairs whose similarity is not zero. xvhere sinnlaritv of n pair of niethocis is the
nuniber of joint instance variables-l used by both inethocls”

98. LCOM: Lack of Coheston in llIethod.s Defineci hy Henclerson-Scllers (1995).

99. Lcngth of tue variable naines: Lcngih of the variable names “Measuring the tengtli of each
of the \armble namcs, anti bv cloing so we cati probahly teli wiiethcr that variable is niore
or less tmderstandahle tiien tOc others”.

100. LOC: Lines 0f Code “Measures the size of e module’.

101. LVA: Live Variables “Traditional metries deals with the period each variable is mccl’.

102. MAA: Measvre of Attribute Abstraction ‘Tlie ratio of the number of attributes inheriteci
by a class to the total number of attributes in the class”.

103. MAG: MAX V(G) “Tue maximum cycloutiatic comptexity of tOc methods of one class’.

104. MCX: Method C’omplexzty “Relates contptexitv with the numher of messages’.

105. MDS: Message Domain Size Defined bv Moreau anti Dominck as “the nuinher of distinct
procedures within the abject that manipulate its state. thus the unumber of types of messages
to which an abject vill responcl”.

106. MFA: Itfeasnre of fanctional Abstraction. ‘Tue ratio of tOc muimber of methocis inherited
by e class ta tOc total number of methods accessible by uncmbers in the class.

107. MHF: Method Hiding Factor Defined bv Brito e Abrcu as ‘Ot)jectOrie1itedi CLASS MET
RICS defined as the ratio of the simi of tOc mvisihilities of ail mnethods defineci in ail classes
ta tOc total number of methocls defined in the system under consideration”.
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108. MIF: Alethod i7lheritance factor Dcfined 1w Brito e Abreu as’ INHERI
TANCE METRICS tue ratio of the sum of thc inlicriteci methods in ail classes to the total
number of availahie methods for ail classes”.

109. MNP: Afinrnium Number of Paths “Measures the mmm uni number of paths hi a progiam
anti the rcachability of any node’

110. Modifiecl Condition Count: “Every condition shown to inclependently affect n clecision
outcome (hy varying that condition oulv)”.

111. MOR Mo7photogy rnetrzcs: “Measure inorphological characteristics of a module. such as
size. clepth. width atid edge—to—tiocle ratio’.

112. MPC: Message Passing Conptvnq Defined bv Li anci Hciiry as “Coupling Metrics Defined
as the nuniber message tliat sent out from n method hi a class to n methoci in another
class”.

113. MEC: Message-Passing Coitptiig Pi’oposcd separatelv by Li Flenry(1993). anti Lorcnz &
Kicid (1994)Coupling Metrics

114. MEC: Methods PeT C’tass “Average nmnber of inethods per object class”.

115. MRE: AIethott Reos e rnetrics “Indicate the level of methods reuse”.

116. Multiple Condition Cotmt: “Quantitative Mctrics Nnmber of nntltiple conchtioiis that exist
within n module”.

117. MVS: Message Vocabutanj Size Definecl by ‘itoreau anti Dotninck as”Tlie imtnber of diferent
types 0f message sent by a particular object: it is relatedi to the number of functions that
the programmer must he famihar with to compi’ehcnd the object”.

118. N: Program. Length Defined bv Haisteacl Metrics as “Tins h a Haisteaci inetric titat inclucles
the total nuinber of operator occurrences aiid total nuniher of operaud occurrences’.

119. Np: Niirnher aï Pivgeny “Class level Coniplcxitv I\Ictric The nnmbcr of subclasses that
inherit dircctly or indirectly froni tt class”

120. NAD: iVurn.ber of Abstract Data types “Tue number of user-clefiuied ohjects useti as at
trihutcs in n class titat arc ueccssary to histantiate an ohject instance of the class”

121. 14CM: Nnrnber of C’lass Methods in a ctass Measures the mensures available in a class but
not in its instances”.

122. NCT: Nvrnber of Classes Thrown awa.y “Measures the nuinher of thnes n class is rejected
until it is fiuially accepted’.

123. MV: Nv,rnber of Instance Variables in a closs “Mensures relations of a class witli other
objects of the program”.

121. NLE: Ncsting Levels “Traditional nietrics iticasures the coinplexity as depth of nesting”

125. NMI: Namber o[ Alethods Inherzted “Mensures the numbet’ of methods a class inhcrits.

126. NIVIO: Number of Methods Overridden “The nmnber of methocis nceds to he re-tleclared
by the inheriting class”.

127. NOA: Nnmber 0f Ancestors Defiuted hv De Champeaux as “ObjectOriented CLASS MET
RICS tue total number of ancestors of n class”.
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128. NQAÏ\i: Narnbcr 0f ACCESSOT Alcthods “The number of the non-inheriteci acccssor niethods
dcclared in the interface of a class. Interpretation: If a class has a high NOAM value a
part of the functionality of that class is probablv misplaced in one or more other classes.

129. NOC: Number of Ghztdren “The number of classes derived froin a spccifled class Or
defined as “numbcr of immediate suhclasses subordinatccl to a class in the class hierarchy.

130. Node Count: “Number of nodes found in a given module. (Nocles arc a base metric. uscd
to calculate many 0f the more involved co;nplexity metrics)a:.

131. NOH: Nv.rnber 0f HLerarchzea “The number of distinct hierarchies of the system”.

132. NOM: The numbcr of methods Definecl bv Li and Henry as “imniher of local ;nethods that
defincd as two sizes”: size 1. The nuniber of semicolons (In class dchncd as LOC nictrics):
size 2. The nuinher of properties(the nuniber of attributes + the nuuiber of local methods).

133. NOPA: Number 0f Public Attrzlyutcs “The mtmher of uon-inhcritcd attnbutes that be
long to thc interface of a class. Interpretation: Classes with public data members violate
encapsulation and couples its clients to its structure.

134. NOR: Number of Root Classes “The immber of different class hierarchies in the system”.

135. Norin V: Norrnatizcd Cyctornatic Comptcxity Defined by McCabe software nietrics as “Noi
malizeci Cyclomatic Complcxitv is calculated as:

136. NPA: Nain ber of Public Attrtbu.tcs “Counts tlic int;nber 0f attributes declareci as public in
a class.

137. NPM: Nurriber of Parameters per Mcthod “The average nuniher of paraineters per mcthod
in a class”.

138. NRA: Nvrnber of Reference Attr’ibntes “Coitnts the number of pointers and rcfereiices used
as attrihutes in a class.

139. OAC: Operation urqinnent Co?npte2aty Defined h Chen anc] Lu.

140. OLE: Object Lilnvry Effectiveness “Tue ratio of tue total number of ohject reuses clividecl
by tue total number of library ohjects’.

141. OpCom: Operation Cornpte:rity Defined by Clien and Lu as “Coinplcxity of operation in
each uiethod”

142. OpCpl: Operation conpting metric Defined hy Chen and Lu as “Coupling percelitage in
each classes”.

143. OVR: Percent of Non-Overtuad.ed Cuits “Percent of calis throtighout the SUT that are not
made to overload modules”.

141. PÀD: Public .lccess to Data Afcmhers “The number of external accesses to a classs public
or protecteci data nietnbers

145. PAP: Percentage Pnbtic and Piotected “The percentage of public member variables in the
related class”.

146. PCIVI: Percentage of Cornrnented Methods “The perceatage of coinmcnted methods”.

147. PDA: Pubtic Data “Counts the accesses of publie and proteeted data of a class”.

148. PF: Potymorphism Factor “The amount of redefinecl iuheritccl methods in the systein.”
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149. PFA: Potyrnorphzsrn Factor ‘The ratio of the actual number of possible different poly
niorphic situations of a class to the maximum nmnber of possible distinct polymorphie
situations for this class”.

150. PMO: Percent of Potentiel Mcthod uses Ovei7%dden Thc percentage of the overridclen
methocls”

151. PMR: Percent of Potentiel Method uses actvatly Reused “The pcrcentage of the actual
methoci uses’.

152. PPD: Percentage of Public Data “The pcrcentage of the publie tinta of n class”.

153. PRC: Probtem Reports per Glass “Measures clefcet reports on this class’.

151. PRO: Percent of Rensed Objects Modified ‘The percentage of tlie reuseci objeets tÏiat have
been niodihed

155. PRs in 1 Yr.: E7Tor Reports in One Year

156. PRs in 2 Yrs: Error Reports in Two Ycars

157. PRs in 6 Mths: Erraï Reports in Si Afonths

158. Pub Data: “The aniotmt of times that, a class’s public and protected data is accesscd. In
general. lower values indicate greater encapsulation. It is n mensure of encapsulation’.

159. Pv: Pathutoqicat C’omplexity Defined hy McCabe software metrics as “À mensure of the
degtee to which a niodule contains extremely unstructured constructs”.

160. RDB: Ratio between Depth ami Breadth “The ratio between the clepth aHd the widtli of
the hierarchy of the classes”.

161. Relcvance of classes: Retevance of classes

162. Relcvatice of niethods: Relevance of methods “Measuring the importance (usage) of a single
method in tite class coHiparctl to other niethods. It is possible to say that if a inethocl is
used more tlien other inethods in tue prograni thon it is more relevant to the prograin”

163. RcÏcvancc of variables: Retevance of variables \leasuring the importance (usage) of a
single variable coniparecl to other variables in tue same class if n class changes the value of
n variable more tiien the other variables in tue class . it is possible to say that this variable
is more relevant to tue program”.

161. RER: Rense Ratio “The ratio of the ntnnber of superclasses dividecl bv the total number
of classes”.

165. RFC: Response for Glass Defined by Chidaniber anti Kemnerer as ••Ol)jc:tOrie1tel CLASS
METRICS A count of rnethods implemented witlun a class plus the number of methods
accessible to an object class due to inheritance. In gencral. lower values indicate greater
polymorphisom”.

166. SIX: Specialisation Index “Measures the type of specialization.

167. Source: “Represents the nuniber of sources tho requircinent will interface with or receivc
data from”.

168. SPR: Speciatisation Ratio ‘The ratio of the numbcr of subclasses divicled hy the number
of stiperclasses”.

169. SRE: System Reuse “Declares the percentage of the reuse of classes”.
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1713. SSC: composite metrie of Soft.wci,re Science and Cyctomatic comptexzty “Combines software
science metrics with McCabe’s coniplexity mensure”.

171. SWM: $peciflcation Wezqht Metrzcs “Measure the function primitives on a given data flow
ctiagram”.

172. T: Proqra.mmzng time “Estiniateci amomit of time to implemeut the algorithm”.

173. The efficacy of the subclasses: The efficacy of the subctasses “Measuring the ratio of inher
itance from the super-class into the Subclasses’.

174. Thc size of the main class: Thu size of the mtizn ctass “Mcasuri;ig the ntnnher of hues in
the main class in relation to the total program size in order to sec whether the program is
modulai

175. TOF: Totat Number of fonctions peT Class “The larger nmnber of functions. the larger
amount of testing needed./ Search the abstract trec froin the root node clown and total up
the ftmctious’

176. TOM: Totat Nvmbcr oJ Alethods per Glass “The total nuniber of methods in a cluss. winch
inciucles ahI inherited methocls./ Search the abstract trcc from the root node down anci
total up the methods” Or ciefincd as “tue larger number of iiietltods. the larger amount of
testing neccleci”.

177. TOP: Total Number o! Proccdv,rcs per Glass “The total nuniber of procechires in a given
class”.

178. Total Operaiicls: “Variables and iclentifiers Constants (niulicrie hiteral/striitg) function
naines whcn useci during catis”

1 79. TRI: Tree Impurity “Detennincs hiow far à graph cheviates froin being a troc”

1813. TRU: TTonsfer Usaqe “The logical structure of the prograin”.

181. Unique Operancls “Variables ancl iclcntificrs Constants (nuineric literal/string) Fuiiction
naines wlicn usccl during calls

182. V: Cyclomatic Co’rnpleï;ity Defineci by McCabc software metrics asit is a mensure of
the compiexity of n modules clecision structure. It is thc nuinber of linearly inclepenclent
paths”.

183. V: Prog7am. Volume Definecl by Halsteacl Metrics as “the nuninium nuniber of hits rcquirech
for cocling the prograin”.

184. vci: Cyclomatic Dcnsity Defined by McCabe software mctrics as ‘the ratio of the mocl
ule’s cyclomatic compiexity to its length in NCSLOC. Thic intent is to factor ont the size
component of complexity. It lias tue effect of normalizing tlie complexity of n module. atici
therefore its maintenance chifficultv’

185. VOD: Violations of Demeter Definecl by Haynes and Menzies( 1994) and Equatioti
Henclerson-Sehlers (1995) as”Couphing Mctrics Number of times the Law of Denieter is
violatecf’.

186. WCS: Wezgltted Glass Size “Weightcd Class Size is the nuniber of ancestors plus the total
class mcthod size”.

187. WMC: weighted methods per ctass Defined hy Chiclamber anci Kcmcrer as “ObjectOriented
CLASS METRICS the sum of the weiglits of ahi the class methocis”.
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188. \A/ivlC: weighted methods per elass Defluicci hy Henderson Sellers as’”A mont of methods
inuplcuneuuted withia a class (ratheu tlian aH nuctluods accessible withia 11w class bicrarchy)
In gcneral. lower values iiudicate greater polymorplnsnu.

189. WItIC: Weighted Mcthods per Glass Defincd h’ Chidainhcr & Kemerers as “TIue uncasure
of the conuplexity of a single class: the wcighting is related ta the conuplexitv of tbc class
as uneasured by thc uunmber of ruucthods. nu. ansi the conuplcxity of each. V_C(m)



APPENDIX II

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Many things difficutt TO design prove easy to performance.
—Sanmet Johnson

Definitions of quality characteristic have direct relations with the prograniming langciage and
thc enviroument for which a software procluct is iinplementecl. For example, Loweli J .Arthnr
in 1951 clefines the flexihility ciuality characteristic using thc question: “Is the program free of
spaghetti code?’ [5]. .c.. does tue program source code contains GOTO instructions? Thus. this
dchnition of the flexibility qtialitv characteristic relates to pre—procedural structural programming
clirectly and is no longer practical for object—orientecl programs.

Also for hetter uruterstanding tue concept of qualitv to hetter iniplernentation of oui idea.
we have to know enottgh about the definition of software charactcristics and suh-characteristics
whicli clefineci in literaturc.

11.1 Definitions

In the followbig. we suniniarise standard or latest definitions for quality characteristies relateci
to ohjcct—orientecl programs anci used in other sections of this thesis to define the qualit tuodels.
Tiiese clefinitions are sorted alpliabetically.

1. Accessibility “Accessibilitv is the (legree to whicli the user interface of soinething etiables
tisers with coniinoli or specifled (e.g., atiditorv. visual. physical. or cognitive) disabilities to
perfonn their specifieci tasks” [32]. Does tue model facilitate selective use of its 1)ilrts for
other purposes (e.g., for the construction of another niodel)?” [6].

2. Accountahilitv Accountabilitv: Does tue nioclel lend itse[f to ineasurement of its usage?
Can probes he inserted to ineasure timing. wlietlier specified branches are exerciseci. etc.?
161.

3. Accuracy “The capability of the software product to provide the right or agrecd resuits
or effects with the ueedecl degree of precision” [48]. Also, i[tjhe precision of cmnpntations
and control” [72]. the “[a]ttributes of software that bear on the provision of right or agreed
resuits or effects” [781. “the magnitude of defects (i.e., the cleviation of the actual or
average measurenietits from tIieir truc value) in quantitative data” [32]. “Are 1;Ite models
calculations and outputs sufficiently precise to satisfy their intendeci tise?’ [6].

4. Aclaptability “Tue capabilitv of the software product to be aclapted for different speciflecl
environments without applying actions or means other than tiiose provicled for this purpose
for [/bv[ the software considered” [48]. Also. •[a]ttrihutes of software that bear on the
opportttnity for its adaptation to clifferent specified environments without applying other
actions or means than those provicleci for tins purpose for the software considered” [781.
Aclaptability niostly considering as following options:

• Independence of storage: ‘Ne need to cnsure that software modules are independent
of storage size to make the software more adaptable.

• Uncornmitted memoiy: the ahility to allocate adclress space without allocating mcm
my to hack it up at the saine time
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• Uncommitted processing capacity: is defined as percentage of uncommitteci processing
capacity.

5. Aclaptivity “Adaptivity suggests that the system shoulci ho designeci to the neecls of diffcrent
types of uscrs’ [3].

6. Ambignity This characteristic relates with requirements with potential multiple meanings
t1’1].

7. Analyzability “The capability of the software product to ho diaguosed for deficiencies or
muscs of failures in the software. or for the parts to ho moclificd to be identifiecl” [48]. Also.
the “[a]ttributes of software that bear ou the effort needed for diagnosis of deficiencies or
causes of failures. or for identification of part to he modified’ [78].

8. Attractiveness”The capabilit of the software product to he attractive to the user’ [48].
“Attractiveness is achieved through layout. graphies, color. and clynamic elements” [3].

9. Anditability “The case with whiclt conformance to standards can he checked” [72].

it). Augmentability The ahility of “the nioclel to accoinmoclatcs expansion in component coin—
putational fmtctions or data storagc requirements” [6]. Tln attribiite relates to support
flic growtli of data storage.

11. Availability “Availability is the degree to which a work produet is operational and available
for use” [32] as a procltict or to tises. Availahility lias the sanie definition for malicious and
non—inalicious users.

12. Beliavior

• Tinte behavior: “The capahility of the software prochict to provicle appropriate re—
sponse ancl processing tiines and throttghput rates when perfornung its function [48].

• Resource heliavior: Tue attrihutes of software rclatccl witli nieasurillg the amount of
reciuired to perfoim its ftinction [18].

13. Bnuiding “Brancling is the degrce to whieli a work product (e.g.. application, component.
or docmnent) successfully incorporates the brand of the custonier organizatioii’s business
enterprize” [32].

14. Capacity “Capacity is the mininami number of things (e.g., transactions, storage) that can
ho successfully handiecl.” [32].

15. Conflgurability “Conflgurability is the clegree to which something can be cotifigureci hito
intiltiple forais (i.e.. configurations)” [32].

16. Changcahihty “Tlie capability of the software product to enable a specifleci modification to
be imptementecl’ [48]. Also. the “[a[ttributes of software that bear on the effort needed for
ntodificatiou. fault removal or for ettviron;nental change” [78]. Cltangeability is also called
“modifiability” [3].

17. Co—existence “The capability of tue software produet to co—exist with other mdependent
software in o common environment sharing common resourees” [18].

18. Coinpatibility “Compatibility is the clegree to which a system or o component eau ho tiseci
and functions correctly uncler specified conditions of the physical environment(s) in which
it is intended to operate” [32].
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19. Conipleteness Tlre degree to which futt irnplementation of required fonction iras heen
achievcd [72]. Aiso. compietencss relates to reqinrements. clocunientation. and comnients
for explain tut prûgram input aiid thon presence with comments. without reference to
dummy programs.

2t]. Compliancc Attributcs of software that male the software adhere to apphcation-related
standards of conventions or regulations in laws and similar prescriptions’ [78]. Aiso, ciegrec
to which the software is found to “[c]ompiy with relevant standards anci practices’ [3].
In [48]. compliance deeomposcs in:

• Portahitity compliance: The capability of the software prociuct to acihere to stan
dards or conventions reiating to portabiiity’.

• Maintainability conipliance: “The capahiiity of tire software product to adirere to
standards or conventions relating to mai tainahility

• Efflciency compliance: “The capability of tire software procluct to adhere to standards
or conventions relating to effieicncy’.

• Usability coinplianee: “The capahihty of tire software product to aclirere to standards.
conventions, style guides or regulatioirs relating to nsabilitv’.

• Reliahility eonrptianee: ‘Tire capabiiitv of the software produet to adhcre to stair—
dards, conventions or regulatioirs reiating to reliahriity

• functionality co;npliancc: “Tire capability of tire softtvare pruduct to albere to stan—
dards, conventions or regirlations in iaws and sinriiar prescriptions reirtting to fune—
tionality”.

21. Communication comnronalitv “The degree to which standard interfaces. prot000i5’and
hanciwidtirs are used” [72].

22. Coinirmnicativetiess ‘Docs tire inoclel facilitate the specification of inputs? Does it provide
outputs wWose fornr and conteni. are cosy to assimiiate anti useful?” [6]

23. Conrputabiiity This attribute reiates to coniputation safety (sucir as chvision bv zero or
other iriipossible coniputations).

21. Completeness Are ah model inputs used within tire moclel? Are there no dummy sub—
modeis referenced?” [6]

25. Conformance “Attributes of software that make tire software acihere to standards or con
verrtions reiating to portabihty” [78].

26. Coireiseness “Tire compactness of tire prograin in ternis of hues of code” [72]. Also. “At
tributes of software that provicie tire impienientation of a function with minimuni amount
of code” [85]. Conciseness relates to progranr exeess. for exampie. unused entities (types,
ohjects. parameters) or internai invocations of other functions within tire sanie file ciecrease
tire value of conciseness. Conciseness answer the following questions: “Is tire moclei impie
mented with a minimum amouirt of code? Is it excessively fragmented into sub—models so
that the same sequence of code is flot repeatccl in nunierous piaces?” [61.

27. Consistency This attribute answer the following questions [61:

• Does the model contain uniform notation, ternnnoiogy. aol syinboiogv within itself?

• Are ah modei attrihutes and variables typeci mil specified consistentiy for ail tises?

• Are cocling standards homogeneouslv adhered to?”
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28. Configurability “The ability to organize anci control elements of the software configuration”
[72 J.

29. Consistency “The use of uniform design and documentation techniques throughout the
software developitietit project’ [72].

For example:

• The set of global variables is supposeci to be used across more thait mie sub-program.
• The type of variables is supposed to be consistent for alt their uses.

30. Corrcctability “Correctability is the case with which milior defects can be correcteci hetwccn
major relcases while the application or component is iii use by its users” [32].

31. Correctness The “[e[xtent to which a program satisfies its spccifications ancl fulfiuls the
users mission objectives” [36. 72]. “Correetness is the degree to which a work procluct
and its outputs are free fron defects once the work product is delivered” [321. Correctness
answcrs thc following typieal questions: “Is the application and its data coitplete. accurate
anci consistent?” [5[.

32. Currencv “Currency is the clegrec to which data reniain current (i.e.. up to date. not
obsolcte)” [32].

33. Data Conutionalitv “Tue use of standard data structures and types tltroughout the pro—
gram” [72].

34. Depenclability “Depeïtdability is tue clegree to which varions kinds of users cmi depend on
a work produet’ [32].

35. Device inclependability

• Factors for inclependency bctweeti computations and tue computer cmtfiguration.

• Factors for inclepcndency hetwecn coitiputations and hardware capability. haif worcl
acccssing. hit pattetis.

Also. tins attribute answer tue of follmving cluestiolis [6]:

• Can tue niodel be executed Oit otlter computer hardware configurations?

• Flave niaclune—depenclent statements bccn Haggcd md documcnted?’

36. Effectiveness “The eapahility of the software procluct to ertable users to achieve specifiecl
goals with aecuracy ancl conmpletcness in a spccified context of use” [48].

37. Efficicncy “The capability of the software product to provide appropriate performance.
relative to tue amoutit of resources usecl. under statect conditions” [48]. “Efficiency h
the clegrec to which soniething cffcctively uses (I. e.. minimizes its consuinption of) its
resources. Titese resources nmv inclucle ail types of resources sucli as coinpnting (hardware.
software. and network). inachinerv. facilities. and persotmel” [32]. Also. “[t[ume amount of
computing resources anci code requireci by a progTam to perforin a ftmction’ [36.72[. •‘]a] set
of attributes that hear 01) the relationship hetween the level of performance of die software
anci the amount of resources uscd uncier stateci conditions “ [78]. Eificiency relates to
‘sliecl loacl. encl—to-cncl error cietection: Chcap test. Performance dcfccts appear uncler

heavy load, safety flrst. scaling, throughput. latcney, availability” [3]. Also with efficiency
ive looking for answer of titis question: “Does the moclel fulfitl its objective without wastc
of resources?” [6].

3$. Error toieramice “The damage tliat occurs whett tlte prograin encomiters an crror” [72].
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39. Expcndability “The clegree to which architectural. data or procedural design can ho cx
tended” [72].

10. Extenclihility The attributes rclated to the modification of a component or a systcrn in case
of increase of the storage or of the functional capacity [771.

41. Exteiisibility “Extensibility is the case with which an application or componcnt can ho
enhanceci in the future to mcet changing rcquirements or goals” [32]. Also. attrihutes
rclated to new capabilitics or to the modification of existing capabilities upon user needs
[77].

42. Fault Tolcrancc “The capahility of the software procluct to maintain a spccifled level of
performance in cases of software faults or of infringement of its specifled interface” [4$].
Also. the “[a]ttributes of software that hear On its abilitv to maintain a specifled love! of
performance in cases of software faults or of infringemeiit of its spcciflcd interface” [7$].
(“Use [of] rohust mcthods to protcct against permanent failure of a limitcd numher of
coniponcuts. Use [of] stahilizing methods to protect against transitorv faults” [3].)

43. flexihility “Effort requireci to modify an operational progmm” [36]. The effort to change
or to modify a software product to adapt it to other environnient or to other applications
different froin which it ‘vas clesigned.

44. Functionality “The capahihty of tue software product to provide fttnctions which meet
statec! and implicci ucecis whcii the software is uscd utider spcciflcd conditions” [4$]. Func—

tionality is ‘[a] set of attributes that lcar oi the existence of n sot of functions anci their
specificci properties. The functions aie tliosc that satisfy stated or iuipliecl nccds” [7$].
Functionalit “]i]s assessed hy cvaluatiitg the feature set ancl capahilitics of tue prograin.
the gencrality of fonctions that arc detiverec! iiid the sccurity of overali systetu’ [72].

15. Cciieralitv “TIic breadth of potential application of prograni colnponents” [72]. Gcneralitv
is dcflned as the degiec to whicli a software product eau perforin n wide range of fmictions.

46. Harclware inclepeiidciicc “hic degree to which the software is decouplecl froin tue hardware
on winch it operates’ [72].

47. Independence of storage Tue abilitv to bring ticw storage wlicre neec!cd at a moments
notice. more resilience aiid automatic failure recovery. eiihanced performance. and cost
savings from efficient storage use [37].

48. Indicesahility

Incliccsability is dcfinec! as a systcm of nmnhers used for comparing values of things whiclt
vaiy against cach other or against a fixeci standard. This attributes rclatcs to the clegree
of correctness of the software prodluet througliout its clevcloptiicnt cycle.

49. Initializability Tins attrihute relates to thc degree a software procÏuct eau bc initializeci
with the expcctccl values.

50. Installability “Tue capahilitv of the software procltict to 1)0 mstalled in specifled environ-
ment’ [4$]. “Installahility is the case with which somethnig dan he successfully instalicci
in its production cnvironment(s)” [32]. Also. the “[a]ttributes of software that hear n the
effort nceded to instali thc software in a specifled environnient’ [7$].

51. Instrumentation “The degree to whicli tue program monitors its own opcration and idcn—
tiffes crrors that do occur’ [72].

52. Intcgrity The “]c]xtent to which access to software or data hy unauthorizccl persons cnn
bc controllecl” [36. 72]. Also, the attrihutes relatecl to control a software product for illegal
accesses to tic program ancl its data [32].
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53. Interface facilitv The degrec to which two software products eau he connectcd successfully.

51. Internatioua]ization “Internationalization (also kaown as globalization and localization) is
the clegree to which something cmi bc or is appropriately configured for use in a global
enviromnent” [32].

55. Interoperability “The capahility of the software procluct to iiiteract with one or more spec
ified systems” [48]. Also. the “]e]ffort required to couple oite systein witli another” [36,72].
tue “[a]ttributcs of software that bear ou its ability to interact with specified systems” [78].
“the degrce to whicli a svstein or one of its components is properly counccted to ancl
operates with soniething cisc’ [32].

56. Learnahility “The capabiiitv of the software product to enable the user to lcarn its appli
cation” [4$]. Also. the “[a]ttributes of software that hear on the users’ effort for learning
its application” [7$]. “Learnabiiity requires attention to tue needs of tue novice ancl unini—
tiated users. Thc uninitiated user is onc tliat bas no prcvious experience with the software
or similar software. The novice user bas either haci sonic experience with similar software
or has iimited experience with the software” [3].

57. Legibility Tins attribue answer the following question: “Does the model possess tue char—
acteristic tliat its function is easily discernecl hy reading the code?” [6].

58. Maintainability “The capability of the software product to he modifiecl. Modifications may
include corrections. iniprovements or adaptation of the software to change in environment.
anci in requirements and functional specihcatioiis” [48]. Also. tue “[c[ffort required to locate
anci fix an error in an operatioriai program” [36.72]. Maintainability is the case with winch
an application or coniponent eau he niaintained between tilajor releases” [32] Also. “[a]
set of attributes tliat bear on the effort needed to make specifieci modifications’ [7$]. the
degmee of changing or niodifying thc coniponents to correct errors. tb imnprove performance.
or to aclapt for chamiging the environnicut.

59. Maturitv “The capahility of the software product to avoid failurc as a result in the software”
[48]. Also. tue “]a]ttributes of software that bear on the frecjuencv of failure hy faults in
tue software [78].

60. Modularity “The functional independence of program componetits” [72]. Modularity is
increasecl when it is possible to divide cach components into sub—components.

61. Operahihty “TIte capahility of tue software product to enable the user to operate and
control it” [1$]. Also. “]tjhe case of operation of a programn” [72]. “Operabulitv is the
clegree to winch something enables its operators to perforai their tasks in accordance with
the operations mannal” [32]. Also, the “[a]ttributes of software that bear on the users’
effort for operation and operation control” [7$]. “Part of the design proccss for operabitity
is to develop scenarios micl use cases for novice. uninitiatcd, and expert users. Operability
is enhancecl through navigational efficiency. i.e.. users eau iocate the information they
want” [3].

62. Performance “Performance is the clegree to which timing cliaracteristics are adequate”
[32]. Performance “[i]s measured hy evalitating piocessing speed. response time. resource
consumption, throughput. anci efficieucy’ ]72].

63. Personalization “Personalization is the degree to which each individual user can 5e pm
sented with a unicyuc user-specific experience’ [32].
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61. Portability “The capability of the software product to ho transferred from one enviromncnt
to another [48]. Aiso. the “[e]ffort required to transfer a program from one hardware
configuration and—or software system environment to anotlier’ [36, 72]. “Portabilitv 15
the case with which an application or component eau be moveci from one cnvironmcnt to
another [32. 781.

65. Precision •‘Precision is the dispersion of quantitative data. regardless of its accuracy’ [32].

66. Productivity ‘11w capability of the software product to enahic users to expaiid appropriate
atnounts of resources in relation to the effectivcncss aclueved in specifieci contcxt of use” [4$].

67. Reaclahilitv “Readability is characterized hy cicar. concise code that is immediately uncler
standahie” [.5]. Rcaclability is clcfinccl as the set of attribtttcs related to the diffictilty in
ttuderstancling software components source anti documentation.

68. Recoverabiiity “Thc capability of the software prociuct to re-estabhsh a specificd level of
performance anti recover thc data directl affecteci in the case of failttre” [48.78]. Recov
erahihty ]u]se]s] rccovery oricnted mcthocts. System architecture shoulci be designed with
components that can he restarted indcpendently of the other components. System archi
tecture should be designeci with an undo function to rewind time. untaiigie problcms. and
replay the systcm bock to the current time” [31.

69. Reliahility “The capahuiity of the software procluct to itiaintain a specified level of perfor
mance ‘heri uscd tHidler specifieci conditions’’ [4$]. Reliabitit is the “Extend to winch a
prograni can be expccted to pcrforni its iitcndecl functioii with requireci precisioll” [36.72].
It “[ils evaluatcd bv measuring the frcquency anti severitv of failure. tue accllracy of output
resuit. tlic mcmi tuile hetwcen faihite (MTBF). the ahiiity to recover front failure auJ tue
prcdictability of tue prograin” [72] because Unreliable prograins fail frequcntlv. or produce
incorrect data [5]. Also. rcliahility is ‘[a] set of attributes tliat hear on the capability of

software to maintahi its level of performance uiidcr stateci conditions for statcd pcriod of
time” [78]. “Rcliabulity is the clegrcc to which a work prociuct operates vithout failtire
under given conditions tiuring a given time periocl [32].

70. Replaceahility “The capabilitv of the software prodttct to lie used in place of another
specified software prociuct for the saine purpose in the saine environnient [48]. Also.
“[a]ttributes of software that hear on opportunity anti effort of using it in place of specifled
other software hi the cnvironment of software” [7$]

71. Rcqrtitements Risk Attributes relateci to the risk of project failure because of rcqtnremcnts
(as with poorly writtcn or rapiclly changing requirement).

72. Responsiveness “Rcsponsiveness is the ahility of a system to incet its objectives for response
titue or throughput. In cuti-user systems. responsiveness is typicaliy clefineci frotn a user
perspective” [82].

73. Resourcc utilization “Tue capability of the software produtt to use appropriate ainounts
ancl types of resotirces whcn the software performs its function uncler statcd conditions” [48].

74. Reusahility “Rettsability is the case witli which art existing application or compondnt can be
reused [32]. It us tire ‘[e]xtcnt to which a program can he uscd in other applications retated
to tire packaging anti scope of the functions that progranis perforin’ [36. 72]. For exaniple.
reusahility is possible when ‘]m]any modules eontain two or more unique functions which.
if separatecl from tIre main hody of code, coulcl he rcuscd with other programs” [5]. Also. he
attributes related to the cost of transferring a module or program to anotlier application
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75. Robustness “Rohustness is the clegree to which an executahie work produet continues to
function properly under abnormal conditions or circunistances” [32]. Also, the attrihntes
relateci to the correct funetioidng of a software produet in the case of invalid inputs or
under stressful environmental conditions. “Does the model continue to execute reasonably
when it is run with invalid inputs? Can the model assign clefault values to non—speeified
input variables and parameters? Does the model bave the capahility to check input data
for clomain errors’?” [6]

76. Safety “The capahility of the software product to acineve acceptable levels of risk of harm
to people business, software. property or the environment in speeifiecl eontext of use’ [48].

77. Satisfaction ‘Tlie eapability of the software produet to satis’ users in specified context of
use” [48].

78. Scalability “Sealahility is the case with w’hieb an application or eomponent ean lie nmdifled

to expand its existing capacities” [32]. “]S]ealahility is crucial for keeping costs clown ancl
miuhuizing interruptions in production’ [31]. “Scalahility is the ability of a system to
continue to ineet its response time or throughput objectives as the demancl for the software
functions increases” [82].

79. Seherluleability “Seheduleability is the clegree to which events ancl behaviors can be sehed—
uled amI then oecur at tlieir seheduled times” [32].

89. Security “The capability of the software product to protect information and data 50 that
unauthorizecl persons or systems cannot read or moclify them and authorized persons or
systems are not denied access to them” [48]. Also. sccnrity is’ ]t[he availahility of mecba—
nisins that control of protect programs and data [72]. “[a]ttributes of software tbat hear
OU its ability to prevent unauthorizecl access, where accidentaI or deliherate. to programs
and data” [78].

81. Self containeclness “Self containedness is related to the facility of the software product for
initializing core storage prior to use and for proper positioning of input/output devices
prior to nse” [6].

82. Self—clescriptiveness This attrihute answer the following question: “Does the morlel con-
tain enough information for a reacler to dctenniue or veri& its objectives, assumptions,
constraints, inputs. out.puts. cornponents, amI revision status?” [6].

83. Self documentation “The degree to wInch tbe source code provicles meaningful documen
tation” [72].

84. Simplicity “Tbe clegree to which a program can lie unclerstood without difficulty” [72].

$5. Software system inclependence “The degTeb to whicb the progralu is inclependent of non-
standard programnung language featmes, operating system characteristics. ancl other en
vironmental constraints” [72].

86. Stability “The capability of the software product to avoid unexpected effects from modi
fications of the software” [48]. Also. the “]a]ttributes of software that bear on the risk of
unexpectcd effect of modifications” [78].

87. Strncturedness This attrihute answer the following question: “Does the model possess a
definite pattern of organization of its hiterdependent parts?” [6].

88. Suhsetahility “Subsetahility is the rlegree to which something eau he released in multiple
variants, cach of which implements n different suhset of the functional requirements anrl
associated quality requirements” [32].
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89. Suitabiiity “The capahility of thc software proriuct to provirie an appropriate set of ftme
tions for spccified tasks and user objeetivcs [48]. Also. the “[a[ttributes of software that
bears 011 the presence ami apprupriateness uf a set of functiuns for specified tasks [78].

90. Suppurtabiiitv $upportability “combines the abihty to extenri the prugram (extensibiiity),
adaptahility and scrvieeability (these three attrihutes represent a more cununon term—
maintainabiitv). in adriition tu testahilitv. computabihtv. cunflgurabihty. the case with
which a svstcm can he installed anri the case with which problems can he iocalized” [72].

91. Survivahility “Suiwivability is the degree to which essential. mission—critical services con
tinue to he provirieri in spite of cither accidentai or malicious harm” [32].

92. Testnhihty “The capahility of the software prodnct to enahic modihcd software to he vali
datecr [18]. Also. thc “[e]ffort requireci tu test a program to hisure it performs its intendcd
fnnction” [36.72]. “Testabihty is the case witli which an application or cmnpunent facih—
tatcs tue creatioa aad execntimi uf successful tests (i.e., tests that wunld cause failures due
to any underlving defects)” [32]. Also. the “[a[ttribntes uf software that hear 011 the effort
nccded for vahdating thc mudihcd suftwarc [78].

93. Traceabilitv “The abiiity to trace a design rcprcscntatiun or actuai prugram cunipunent hack
tu reqnircmcnts” [72]. Traccability is dchiiccl as thc attrihntcs that incrcasc traceahihty
amung impicmcntatiun. design, architecture. requircmcnts.

9-l. Training the degrcc tu which tue software assists in enahhng new nsers tu appiy the
systeni” [72].

95. Transfcrahihtv This attrihntc relates tu the eust of transferring a software prucinct fruiti its
original harriware or operatiunal ciwiruiniicnt tu anuther.

96. Transportahiiity “Transpurtahiiity is thc case with which sunietiung can he pliysicniiy
iimved from une locatiun tu ailuthcrr [32].

97. Trustabiiity “Trnstahiiity rcfers tu the systems ability tu proviric nsers witli infunnatiun
ahunt service currcctness” [3].

98. Uncunnnittcd inenmr “Uncununitted mcinury cnahics an apphcatiuii tu diffcrentiate lie—
tween rcserving and nsing (cunanitting) address space” [70]

99. Uncununitted prucessing “ Capacity is arnunnts uf nnattached prucessing capacity [27].

100. Unricrstandability “The capahility uf tue suftwarc pruduet tu cnahie the user tu nnclerstand
whether the software is suitabie. ami huw if eau lie uscd fur particuiar tasks mvi eunditiuns
uf lise” [48]. Alsu, thc “[a]ttrihutes uf suftware that hear un the nsers’ effurt fur recugnizing
tue lugical concept anti its applicahiiity [78].

101. Usahihty “The capahility uf the suftwarc pruduct tu he mirierstuurl, lcarued. nsed and
attractive tu the user, wheu uscd tnider spccified cunditiuns’ [48]. Usahility is related
tu the set uf attrihutes that heur un tue effort nceded fur tise, ami un the individuai
evaluatiun of such use. hy a statcd or haplied set uf nsers” [10, 78]. Alsu, nsahihty is
the “[c]ffort reqnircd tu iearn. upcrate, prcparc input, anti interpret uutput uf prugram”
[36.72]. “thc case with whieh mcmhers of a specificri set uf users arc ahie tu lise sumething
effcctively” [32]. Usahility “[i[s assessed hy cuasirleriug humait facturs, uverail acsthetics.
consistcncy, anti documentation” [72].

102. Utility “Utihty is thc dcgree tu which soutething can ho acccssed and used hy its variuus
types of usors” [32].
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103. Variabilitv “Variability is tho dogrec to which soniothing cxists in multiple variants. eaeh
having the appropriato capahilfties” [32].

104. Vcrihahility Verifiahility is tho case with whieh an application or component can ho vcriflcd
to mcet its associatccl rcquircmcnts and standards [32].

105. Volatility This attributo relates to tOc requircinents documents whcn tOc software produet
changes frequcntly.

106. Withdrawabilitv “Withdrawability is tOc case with which an existing prohiematic version
of tOc system or one of its conipoitents can 0e sueccssfullv withdrawn and replaced by a
prcvionsly working version” [32].

11.2 Characteristics and Products

Table 11.1. shows tOc software charactcristics. which wc found references iii tOc litcratnrc in
relation to different software prodncts.
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APPENDIX III

INTERRELATIONS AMONG QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS

Sonie ciuality characteristies are relateci to one another. we suminarise these interrelationships
ainong software qriality characteristics.

1. Adaptabulity: Direct related with Expanclability.

2. Coinpletahility: Direct rclated with Functioiiality. Reliahility. Usabihty. ancl Maintainabil—
ity.

3. Computability: Direct relateci witli Functionality anci Reliability.

1. Correctness: Direct related with Reliability [5.33.63]. Usability [5.33.63]. Maintainabilitv
[5.33.63]. Testability [5.33.631 and Flcxibilitv [5.33.631.

5. Efficiencv: Direct related with Field Performance [5].
Inverse rclatcd with Execution Efficiency [63]. Software sstein independenec [63]. hitegrity
[5.33.63]. Usahility [5.33.63]. Maintainability [5.33,63]. Tcstahility [5.33.631. Flexibilitv
[5.33.63]. Portabilitv [.5.33.63]. Rcusability [5.33.63]. Completcness [63], Consistency [63].
Traceahilitv [631. anci Interopcrahility [5.3:3.63].

6. Expandability: Direct related with Augmentability, Extenclability anci Extensihility.

7. flexibility: Direct relateci vitli Computablability [28]. Coinptcteiiess [28]. Expanclahility
[63]. Gcnerality [63]. Modularity [63]. Self Docmiientation [63]. Correctness. Reliabilitv.
Usability Mamtainabulitv anci Testability.
Inverse rclated witfi Pcrforiiiaiice [5]. Rcusabitity [5.33.63] and Efficieiicy.

8. Installability: Direct related with Availahility.

9. Ititegrity: Direct related with Access audit [63]. Access control [63]. Usabilit [5. 33.63].
Inverse relateci with Flexibilitv [5.63]. Reusability [5.33.631. hiteroperahility [5.33.63]. and
E fficicn e y.

10. Interoperahility: Direct relateci witlt Performance [5] Enhancement Costs (Selection Crite
ria) [5]. Commmncation Commuuality [63]. Data Conmionality [63] Modularity [63]. and
Portability.
Inverse rclated with Efficiency and Integrity.

11. Mainainahilitv: Direct Relatcd with ConipÏeteuess [28]. Strtictureclness [28]. Effectiveness
[28]. Conciseness [63]. Cousistency [63]. Modularity [63]. Self documentation [63]. Simplicity
[63] CoiTectness [74]. Testability [33,63.74]. Moclifiability [74]. Flexibility [63]. Portahility
[63]. Reusability [63]. Usability. Reliability. Documentation ancl Validity 1741.
Inverse relatecl with Tcstability [5] flexibility [5. 33]. Portability [5.331. Reusability [5. 33]
and Efficiencv.

12. Performance: Direct related with installability.
inverse related with Reliability anci Maùitamability.

13. Portability: Reusability [5. 33], Interoperability (63], Interoperability [5, 33. 63] and Effi
cidncy.
Direct retated with Harclware independence [63]. Moclularity [631. Self Documentation [63].
Softwa;’e system independence [63], Maintanability amI Testability.
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14. Reliability: Direct related with Computahlability [2$], Completeness (Correctncss Propcr
tics) [2$]. Accuracy [63], Consistcncy [63]. Error tolerance [63]. Simplicity [63], Correctness.
Geiicratit. Jnstallability. Maintainabilitv [5.33.63]. Availability. Usability [5.33.63]. Testa
bilitv [5.33.63]. Flexihility [.5. 33.63] and complctcncss.
inverse rclated with Rcusabilitv [5.33.63].

15. Rcusability: Direct relatcd with Generality [63], Hardware inclepeudence [63]. Moclularitv
[631. Self documentation [63]. Software system indepemidence [63]. Rcliahilitv. Usability.
Testability. Maintainabilitv. Flcxihility and Portability.
Inverse relateci with Efciency. Rcliability and Integrity.

16. Tcstability: Direct rclated with Instrumentation [63], Modularity [631. Self Documentation
[63], Simplmcity [63]. Corcctness. Maintainahility. Flexibility [33,63]. Portability [33.63] and
Rcusability [33.63].
Inverse relateci witli Rcusability [5] ancl Efficiency.

17. Understandahility: Direct relateci with Rcadability. Conmptexitv. Generality aitd Modular
ity.

18. Usability: Direct related with Conmpletcncss [2$]. Effectiveness [2$]. Coinnmunicativencss
[63]. Operability [63]. Correctness. Rcliability. Installability. Maintaiiiability. Documenta—
tion. availability anci Intcgrity.
Inverse related with Efficiency. Maintainability [5, 33. 63]. Testability [5. 33. 63]. flexihil—
ity [5, 33. 63] aimd Performance.

‘vVe suimnnarisc ail the above imiterrelation in Table 111.1:
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APPENDIX IV

QUALITY MODELS

Several quality models have been defineci by clifferent people and organizations. “Quality is a
multiciimensional construct reflected in a quality mociel. wahere cadi parameter in the model de—
fines a quality dimension. Many of tic early cuaiity models have followccl a hierarchical approach
in which a set of factors that affect quaiity are dcflned. with littie scope for expansion [12]. More
recent niociels have heen cievelopecl tint follow a ‘Define your own’ approaci [29j” [54]. In the
foilowing, we summarize hriefly some of tic most standard anci well—known quality models.

IV.1 Hierarchical Models

IV.1.1 McCaIl’s Model (1976)

McCall’s nioclel for software qtiality. sec Figure IV.1 combines eleven criteria around procluct
operations. product revisions, anti procluct transitions. Tic main idea behmci McCaiI’s modcl is
to assess the relationships anion external quality factors anti prociuct quality criteria.

“McCaiis Model is used in the Uniteci States for very large projects iii tic nuiitary, space,
anti public domain. It was developed in 197G—7 by tic US Air—force Electronic Systein Decision
(ESD). the Rmiie Air Dcvelopnient Center (RADC), anti Generai Electric (GE). with the aim of
iniproving tic cuahty of software products” [33].

Que of tic major contributions of the McCall model is the relatioiisiip crcated betwcen
ciuahty cliara.cteristics anti metrics. aithougi there lias bcen criticism that not ail mctrics are
objective. One aspect not consiclereci directiy by tus niotÏel ivas the fmictionalitv of the software
product” [681

The layers of quality inodel in McCail are defined as [17]:

• Factors.

• Criteria.

• IVletrics.

IV.1.2 Boehm’s Model (1978)

Boehm added some characteristics to fvlcCaii’s model with einphasis on the inaintainability
of software product. Also, this model incitides considerations invoived in tic evaltiation of a
software product with respect to the utility of tic program. sec Figure IV.2.

“Thc Boehm modal is similar to the McCall model in that it represents n hierarchicai structure
of charactcristics. each of which contributes to total cua1ity. Eoehm’s notion includes users necds,
as McCali’s cloes; however, it also adcis tic hardware yielci characteristics not encountered in the
McCali ;nodcl” [68].

However. Boehm’s model contains oniy a diagram without any suggestion about measuring
the quahty characteristics.

Tic layers of quahty moclel in Bocim are defineci as [17]:

• High-level characteristics.

• Primitive characteristics.

• Metrics.
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IV.1.3 FURPS Model (1987)

The FUHPS model proposecl by Robert Grady and Hewlett-Packard Co. decoiuposcs char
acteristics in two cliffcrent categories of requirements:

• Functioiial requirenients (F): Definecl by input and expcctecl output.

• Non—functioiial requirements (URPS): Usabilitv. reliability. performance. supportability.

Figure IV.3 is au cxample of the FURPS model. One disatlvaiitage of the FURPS model is
that it faits to take account of tue software procluct’s portabitity’ [681.

IV.1.4 ISO/IEC 9126 (1991)

With the nccd for the software inclustry to stanclarclize the evaluation of software prodttcts us
ing quality moclels. thc ISO (International Organization for Standardization) proposed a standard
which specifies six areas of importance for software evaluation and. for each area specifications
that attempt to make the six area measurable. sec Figure IV.4.

ITY

USABILITY

figure IV.1: McCall’s model [711
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“Que of the aclvautages of the ISO 9126 iiiodei iS that it ideutihes tue interiial characteristies
and external quality eliaracteristies of a software product. However. at tue saine thuc it lias the
disacivantage 0f not showing verv clcarlv 1mw tliese aspects eau 6e tueasured’ [6$].

Tue lavers of quality model in ISO/IEC aie defluied as [171:

• Charaeteristies.

• Suli—cliaracteristies.

• Pvietrics.

IV.1.5 Dromey’s Model (1996)

Thc main iclea to create this new modcl vas to obtain a model broaci enough to work for
differeut systems, sec Figure IV.5. “Ho [Dromcy[ recognisces that evaluation diffcrs for cach
procluct anct you iieecl a more clynamic idea for modelling thc proccss” [28[.

Dromcv identified five steps to build lus iiiodeL

• Choose a set of high-levet attribtites that you iieecl to use for your evaluation.

• Make a list of ail the components or itiudules in the sstein.

• Icleutifr quahty—carrying properties for each componeut. (That is, qualities of thc coin—
pouent that lias tite must impact on the product pioperties fioni the Iist created in last
step).

• Decicle on how cadi property affects the cjuality attributes.

Figure IV.2: Boehm’s Model [12]

• Evaluate tue model.
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• Identify anci resolve weaknesses in with feeclback loop.

“Dromeys moclel sceks to increase ondcrstanding of the relationship hetween the attributes
(eharacteristics) and the sub—attributes (sub—charactcristics) of quality. It also attenipts to pin—
point the properties of the software procluct that affect the attributcs of ciualitv” [681.

The layers of quality moclel in Dormey aie clefined as [171:

• High-Ievel attributes.

• Suborclinate attributcs.

figure IV.6 is an example of a Drome’s moclel:

• Evaluation of two conipoiieuts (variable anci expression).

• Defiuitioii of quality—carrying properties for variable and expression.

• Definition of the p;oduct properties.

• Ohtentioii of the quality attiibutes for each product properties froiti Dromeys model.
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IV.2 Non-hierarchical Models

IV.2.1 Bayesian Belief Networks

A BBN1 is a graphical network whose nodes are probabilistic variables anci wbose edgcs
are tue causal or influential links anlong tue variables. Associated with cach node is a set of
conditional probability functions that model the uncertain relationship among a nocle and its
parents [64.65].

Using the BBN have some benebts [61]:

• BBN enable reasoning under ttncertainty anti combine the advantages of an intuitive visual
reprcscntation with a sound niathematical hasis in Bayesian probability.

• Witli BBN. it is possible to articiilate expert bebefs about the depenclencies betweeii tuf—
fercnt variables anti to propagate consistently the impact of evidence on the probabilities
of uncertain outcomes. such as future systmn reliahility.

• BBN allow an injection of scientibc rigour when the probahitity distributions associated
with iticliviclual nodes are simply “expert opinions’

• A B3N will derive ail the implications of the heliefs that are input to it: some of these
will 6e facts that cati 6e chccked agaiust the projcct observations, or siuiply against tue
experience of the clecision makers tbemselves.

• TIte ahility to represent ancl nianipulate complex models that niiglit neyer 6e iniplementecl
tisitig conventional methods2

IV.2.2 Star Model

16e Star niodel is introduced as follows: ‘The software quality Star is a conceptual uiodel
for presentitig clifferent perspectives of software quality. The inoclet is ljascd mi tlte acquirer attd
supplier as defined in ISO/IEC 1i2207 (1995) [33].

There are three siguificant clements in the Star: lite procurer (acqturer). tue proclucer (sup
plier). and tue procluct. sec Figure IV.7. Tue procurer enteis in a contract with the producer to
create o software prodtict. Titis contract clearly specifles the quality cliaracteristics of tlte prod
uct. TIic procurer’s perspective of the producer organization is that tlicy use the bcst project
management techniques available and that they engage in fiist-rate processes to create a quality
procluct. The procurer’s perspective of the protluct is tliat it must 6e acceptable by the tiser
conumnmity and that it can 6e serviced and maintained by their professionals.

The umoclel consiclers that tue accluirer 6e the teacl partv in any contractual arrangement
hecause it is the acquirer’s users anti technical support professionals who dictate the success or
failure of thc software product. Also. it is tlme acquirer who dictates the profile anti maturity of
the supplier organization.

“The inodel accommoclates tite prodticer’s perspective of software quaiity antI focuses on the
niaturity of the producer organization as software developers and the dcvelopment processes titat
they used to create quaiity software products” [33].

1BBN stands for Bayesian Belief Networks
2BBN have s rigorous, mathernatical meaning there art software tools that con interpret them antI

pcrform the comptex calculations needed in their use (64]
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Figure IV.4: Software Quality ISO/IEC’s Model
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Figure IV.5: Dromey’s Model
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Figure IV.6: Example of Dromey’s Model
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APPENDIX V

ON QUALITY

The experiences of other people for bring thc ptmciple of quatitv in system ami product’s
cycle could he the most substantial fornis of qualitv cvaluation. The foliowing is proposeci of few
steps. based on experidnce of differcnt persons about improveinent of quality.

V.1 Shewhart

Shcwartli [67. 80] definecl thc following stop for problem solving ami proeess control in quality.
Plan. Improveinent opportunity anci outiities the probtem or proecss that ivili he acklressed.
Do.Carrying otit the iniproved proeess and involves fullowing the plan.
Check.Revicwing anti evaluating the resttlt of the changes auJ determining the effeetiveness of
the changes to process
Act. Acting on the analysis anti reeommcnded changes.

V.2 Deming

W. Eciwani Dcnnng [26. 67] ivas influcnced by the work of Siiewart, [$0[. ami (lefllled the
following ideas ou qttality nianageunent:
Constancy of Purpose. Cmnpanies face short-terni anti long-terni prohlem. This recluires
resources investcd iii rcseareh auJ developunent and contunuous improvcment of existing prodect
ami services.
Adopt new Philosophy. Lack of purpose ami ail excessive interest in short-terni profits are
part of diseuses which afflicteci coinpanics.
BuiId Quality in. Perfornung mass inspections is ccjuivalent to planning for clefects and are
too late to inipuove qutilitv. it 15 neeessa;y to improve the production proccss to huilci the qtiality
into the prociuct.
Price and Quality. The price of prodiuct or service is meanitigtess unless there is an objective
ineasure of tue cuality of the product of service being purchased.
Continnous Improvement. There must be continues iniprovement in ail areas. ineluchng
umlerstanding customer requirements, design. manufacturing ami test mcthocls.
Institute Training. Setting tup a training program to educate management anti stuif about the
conipany. customer needs. auJ pride of workmanship iii the produets or services.
Institute Leadership. Management is about leadership and not supervision.
Eliminate Fear. The presence of fear is a barrier to ail open discussion of prohiem anti identi
fication of solutions or change to prevent probleun from arising.
Elirninate Barriers. Break clown harriers between (lifferent clepartment auJ groups insteaci of
eaeh group optimizing their own atea.
Eliminate Slogans. Slogans may potentiafly ahenate staff or encourage eynicism.
E! iminate Numerical Quotas. Quotas act as an iuiipediunent to improvement in qtuality. as
quotas are normally hased on what niaybe achieved by the average worker.
Pride of Work. Remove barriers that roi) people of pride of workmanship.
Self Improvernent. Eneouraghig eciucation auJ seif—improvement for everyone in the company.
Take Action. Agreement of management for change anti train the staff on the 14 principals.
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V.3 Juran

Juran [50. 67] clefines qualitv as “Fitness for use Juran helieve that quality issues arc thu
direct responsibitity of management. and thc management triust insure that quaÏity is planneci.
controiled and improved. Jtiran clefine the Following 10 step programme as roadmap in qttalitv:
Identify Customers. Ibis inclucles the internai (like the testing group) anti externat (like the
end—users) customers of an organization.
Determine Customer Needs. Therc mav be diffroence between the real customer neccis and
the needs as initially expressccl by the cnstomer.
Translate. Transiating thc customcr neccis into the language of supplier.
Establish Units of Measurement. Dcfining the measurenient units tu be used.
Establish Measurement. Setting up a measurement prograni in thc organization and includes
internai aitct external measurement of quaÏity and process performance.
Develop Product. Determines the product features to incet tue needs of the customcr.
Optimize Product Design. Opthnize the design of the product to meot the neccis to customer
supplier.
Develop Process. Dcvelopitig process which can prociuce thc proclucts to satisf the customer’s
ncecls.
Optimize Process capability. Optimizing the capubitity of tlme process to ensuire that products
are of a high quality.
‘Iransfer. Transferring the process tu nominal procluct development operations.

V.4 Crosby

TIic mmuain ideas have influenceci the Capabiiity Maturitv I\Ioclel (CMI\I) tliat creatcd hy thc
Software Emgineering Institute [22]. lIe outtincd a 14 step quality improvemelit prograin as foilow:
Management Co;nmitment. Management comnntnicnt anti participation is essentiai to ensure
the success of the qnalitv improvement program.
Quality Improvement Team. The represemitative tvill ensitre that actions for each clepartment
are completed.

Quality P’.4easure;nent. Detennine the status of tuality in each area of the coinpany anti to
idemitif arcas where improvcmnents arc rctiuirccl.
Cost of Quality Evaluation. Indication of the financial cost of quality to olganization.
Quality Awareness. By sharing the cost of pour qualitv with the staff. it vill help tu motivatc
staff on cuality.
Corrective Action. Resolving anv problents which have heen identificd. auJ if it eau not he
rcsoIvecl. bring it to thc supervisor level.
Zero Defect Program. Comnmnicate the nieainng of zero defects tc) the eniplovees.
Supervisor Training. Manager auJ sumpervisor niust receive training on the 14 step qumaiity

iinprovement progmamn.
Zero Defect Day. Consiciering mnininmni one days in each year to hightight zero defects antI its
importance to organization.
Goal Setting. Try tu getting peuple tu think in term of goal and achieving the goals.
Error Cause Removal. Identify any roadblock or problem which can affect the error froc worlc.
Recognition. Recognizing those etuployces who make outstammding in quality improvement,
Quality Councils. Using quality professionals for share ideas auJ action.
Do it Over Again. Continuing is the key of quality improvement.
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WEKA: THE WAIKATO ENVIRONMENT FOR KNOWLEDGE
ANALYSIS

WEKA is a workbench clesigned to aid in the application 0f machine learning technologv to
real world data sets. iii particular. data sets.

In orcler to do this a range of machiite leamning techniques are prcsented ta thc user in sucli
a way as to hide the idiosyncrasies of input and output formats. as wcll as allow an cxploratory
approach in applying the teclmology. The WEKA machine learumg workbcnch has giown out of
thc necci ta be abic to apply machine leamning to real world data sets.
WEKA Design and Implementation. The WEKA systcm was clcsiguecl to bring a range of
machine leamning techniques or schcmcs under a common interface so that they mav be casilv
appliecl to tins data in a consistent method. This interface should be flexible enough to encourage
the addition of new schenies. and simple cnough tliat uscrs iieed Only concerli themselves with
the selection of features in the data for analysis and what the output ineans, ratiier than 1mw ta
use a machine learniiig sciteme.
WEKA Design and Implementation. The WEKA systeut is not a single program. it contain
the collection of interdcpcnclent programs houiitl togetlicr by a couimoti user interface.

These modules fail into tlirce categories:
Data Set Processing. Tue processing of data sets imivolves extracting information about a data
set for the tiser. splittiug data sets iota test and training sets. hitering otit features in the tinta
not reciuired hy the user. and tmamislating the data set bita a fomni suitable for a machi me learning
schemne ta work with.
Machine Learning Schernes. Machine learning scheines are inipletnentatbiis of machine learu—
ing algoritimis anti typically takc a convertcd data set anti prodiice saine output. normallv a rule
set.
Output Processing. Output proccssmg modules aie concemneci with taking the otitput froni a
machine learning .schcme perfonning some task with it. siich as evaluating a rule set agaiitst a
test file or displayiiig the output in a window for tue tiser.


